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.As ·J im and Arietta gazed)n surpl'.is& at ·the suspended form ot Wild. a star.tling thing took: place.
The Puzzle. of the CalXlP suddenly appeared on the ledge, foUo.w ed by his
daughter, who was swinging a lariat to catch the ·boy.
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YOUNG WllD WEST ~ND THE "PUZZLE Of THE CAMP''
-OR-

TffE GIRL WHO OWNED THE GULCH
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
YOUNG WILD WEST AND HIS FRIENDS ARE SURPRISED.

"I reckon this will be a good enough place to stop an'
have dinner. There's plenty of water here, an' ther horses
will have a regular picnic at ther grass here ; besides, it's
right close to ther trail. What do you say, Wild?"
The speaker was a tall, athletic man of something like
thirty years. He was dressed in a buckskin hunting-suit
and had a wealth of long black hair hanging over his shoulders, while a heavy mustache of the same hue adorned his
upper lip.
He was standing by a clean-limbed, powerful bay and
his eyes were turned upon seven riders who had halted a
few feet from him-more particularly .upon the foremost
of them, who was a handsome, dashing boy in the neighborhood • of twenty years of age.
This personage was not only handsome and dashing in
ar.pearance, but there was something about him that betokened a peculiar superiority among the ordinary run of
boys-a young fell()w who might have been in a class all by
himself, as it were.
Like the speaker, he was attired in a hunting-suit, and
as he sat in the saddle that was upon the back of a handsome sorrel stallion, his ' jaunty pearl-colored sombrero
thrown back on a shapely head, from whirh hung a wealth
of chestnut hair, he looked to be every inch a true young
native of the great wild West.
"All right, Charlie," he answered, nodding approvingly.
"I don't know how much farther we have got to go to reach
Glitter Gulch, so I guess we had better have something to
eat right now and have done with it."
"Good enough! Now if them two Chinamen will git a
move on 'em, we'll soon have some of that bear an' venison
we shot yisterday sizzlin' over a fire, as well as ther coffeepot a-bilin'. Move lively there, you yaller-skinned galoots !"
Two of the riders dismounted in a hurry. They were
typical Chinamen, dressed in the same style they had been
when they landed at the Golden Gate, and they looked so
much alike that it was quite easy to imagine them brothers.
There was one more male in the party, and he was a boy
about the same age as the handsome, dashing young fellow
mounted on the sorrel.
He was one of the type found in the West, and was goodlooking and manly.
The other three were females-two young girls of seventeen or thereabouts, and a young woman of something like
twenty-five .
All were hanch;ome, both in face and form, though one of
them-a pretty golden-haired miss-really would have been
picked out as the prettiest of the three.

_This party traveling lJlrough the wildness of the mountams of northern Colorado consisted of Young Wild West,
the Champion Deadshot and Prince of the Saddle; his twO'
partners, Cheyenne Charlie, the ex-government scout, and
Jim Dart, a boy chum; and Arietta Murdock, Eloise Gardner , and Anna, the wife of the scout .
The two Chinamen we e their servants, and were known
ah.
as Hop' Wah and Wing
Arietta was the pretty golden-haired girl, and she was
the sweetheart of Young Wild West.
Eloise was what is styled a brunette, but she was just to
the liking of Jim Dart, and Anna, who was a trifle stout,
was the apple of Cheyenne Charlie's eye.
The males were dressed pretty much alike, save the two
Mongolians, and the girls, as we shall call them, varied
little in their taste of dressing.
The latter knew how to handle firearms quite well, but
Arietta was considered an expert at the business.
She had been born and reared in the West, and consequently had become used to the dangers that infested that
region of the country'et the time we are writing of.
The girls often made trips on horseback with Young Wild,
West and his partners, and they were quite used to roughing it.
Young Wild West was a very wealthy mine owner of the
town of Weston, Dakota.
But both he and his partners were interested in mines in 1
other states and territories, and they were now on their way
to a mining camp called Glitter Gulch, where there was a
plot of land that they had come possessed of in a trade.
As neither of them had ever been to Glitter Gulch, they
did not know just how close they were to it when they came l
to halt at noon on this spring day.
But from what they had learned they could not be so
very far from their destination.
However, Cheyenne Charlie had proposed that they stop
there and have their noonday meal, and as they were all
pretty hungry, it was so settled.
The two Chinamen showed that they could get a hurry
on them when they had a mind to, and in a very short time
they had kindled a fire close to a running brook and were
getting some venison and bear steaks ready to broil.
They were brothers and a rather peculiar pair.
Wing was as honest as the day is long, but Hop was a
born thief, so Cheyenne Charlie had often declared.
However, the articles he had been guilty of stealing had
invariably proved to be such as he had no use for, showing
that he had a ·sort of mania for it, and did not do it for his
benefit.
In addition to his thieving propensities, he could tell an
untruth much easier than he could the truth, but on the
whole he had proved t o be of great value t o our friends on
.more than one occasion.
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While neither of_ thei:n were much good at fighting, they
had a way of commg m handy at times.
The horses were soon relieved of their saddles and bridles
and tu!·ned out to graze on the bank of the stream, and then
our friends got themselves ready for their noonday meal.
. With ~hem . were two packhorses, and even they were relieved of then· burdens, for Young Wild West was one of
the sort who would not impose on an animal any quicker
than he would a man.
The packhorses brought along about all that was necessary for t hem in their camping-out trip, so they had had a
very pleasant time of it so far.
But Young Wild West and his parh1ers ,vere not much
used to having quiet times when they went out on a trip.
If they could not be almost continually running into
something exciting and dangerous the y ,vere not happy.
They ha_d been through so many thrilling adventures that
a tame tr1_n ,yas bound to bP very irksome to them.
Up to this tnne everything had run along very smoothly.
"Do you kno,v one thing, Wild '! " asked Cheyenne Charlie
as he looked at the dashing young deadshot and shook hi~
head; "this has been about ther slowest five days I've ever
put m away from home. If somethin' don't baupen putty
soon I'll feel that I'm out of place. Why, thet bear I sho't
last nig~t didn't want to put up no fight! He jest started
to run, instead of showin' his teeth a'!' lettin' out a growl
If som~thii:i' don't happen putty soon I'll undertake to shoot
ther p1!5ta1ls off ther Chinese galoots, jest fur ther sake
of heann' 'em holler."
"No shootee "Wing's pigtail,_ Misler Charlie," spoke up
one of them.
Me goodee Chinaman, allee samee l\1elican
man. My blother badee, all ee samee dlunken cowboy"
, "Wing tellee_ um lie, Misler Charlie!" spoke up the ~ther.
"Me smackee him facee!"
Suiting the action to the words, he stiuck his brother on
the cheek with the palm of his hand.
Then there was a clinch immediately and Cheyenne Charlie grinned with delight.
"Well, . that's somethin'," he remarked. "Ther measly
coyotes km make a feller laugh once in a while, if they can\
do nothin' else."
The fight was of rather short duration, for Wild called
the brothers to account, and told them to go wash themselves and finish getting the dinner readv.
In less than half an hour the meat- and coffee were ready
anrl then with some crackers and very good butter they had
purchased at a ranch near the Wyoming line, they made a
good meal.
. T~ey had j us t _finished and the two Chinamen were starting in to get their share when a peculiar laugh sounded not
far away .
. Y~ung Wild West t~rned as quick as a flash and was just
m time to catch a glimpse of an old man with a flowing
white beard dart behind a rock.
The rest failed to see him.
"Ha, ha, ha! He, · he, he!"
Again the laugh sounded.
Then alt hands had a chance to see the old fellow.
He came out in view, and, running around the rock disappeared again.
'
. "W~at in th_under do you call that?" cried Cheyenne Charlie. . Looks !Jke ther feller they call Rip Van Winkle."
Th1s was pretty nearly the truth, for the clot hing worn
by_ the old man was patched and raggerl, while his white
hair and beard looked as though it had not seen a comb in
years.
Our fri ends were not a little surprised at the sight of
the queer-looking individual.
"I wonder where he came from?" Arietta remarked.
Wild shook his heacf.
"It seems to me that we can't be very far from Glitter
Gulch," he said.
"Or it may be that we are not," spoke up Jim. "The
old man may live alone on the mountain. Probably he is
a hermit, who don't want to be near where any one lives."
"Hey, there, my friend!" called out Young Wild West.
"Don't be afraid to show yourself. We are honest people."
A hoarse chuckle sounded from the bushes behind the
rock, but the old man die! not show himself.
.
Our hero started to find him.
Then the laugh rang out again and rapidly receding footsteps were heard.
Wild came back.
"There is no need of chasing him," he observed. "If he
docs not w'ant to come out and show himself, let him go."

Just then light footsteps were heard in another direction.
Some one was approaching on a run.
The eyes of every member of the party were turned in
the direction.
Two seconds later a girl, who was not more than seventeen, if she was that, appeared before theni.
She seemed to be astonished when she saw them and
stopped still in her tracks.
She was dressed in a rather rude garb, but was quite
neat-looking withal and rather pretty.
In her hand was a rifle, while in the belt that was about
her shapely waist were a revolver and hunting-knife.
"Great rattlesnakes!" she cried. "What have I run into?"
"Don't be alarmed," retorted Young Wild vVest. "We
are simply a party of travelers on our way to Glitter Gulch."
"You are, hey?" and she looked at them rather curiously,
the cxpre::;sion of astonishment leaving her face as if by
magic.
"Y es. How far is it from here?"
"Less than a mile, I reckon. But, say! do you folks
know who I am?"
"No," answered Wild, while the rest shook their heads
in the negative.
"You spoke · about Glitter Gulch?"
"Yes."
"Well, I'm ther girl who owns the1· gulch, an' don't you
forgit it!"
'·Is that so Y" and an amused look came over the face of
our hero.
'"I reckon it's so, stranger. If you don't believe it jest
ask ther first one you find when you git there. But I want
to ask you folks somethin'. Did you see anything of an
old man around here jest now?"
"Yes, he ra n off in that direction," and Wild pointed to
the bushes behind the rnck.
"Well, he is my 0!11 man, h e is, an' I'n, lookin' fur him.
He's ther Puzzle of ther Camp."
Our friends ,howed s igns of great interest now.
But before the girl could be questioned any further the
r umbling of wheels came to their ears,
Then a pistol-shot sounded and all was still.
"Great snakes !" cried th P g irl, dart ing for the trail.
"Them pesky outla\vs. are holdin' up ther stagecoach ag'in,
I'll bet."
"If that is the case we will take a hand in the game !'·
excla imed Young Wild West , and, rifle in hand, he !'an aft ~r
her.

.

CHAPTER II.
THE ROAD AGENTS.

It was quite a startling scene that met the eyes of Young
Wild West as he reached the trail.
F ifty ya rds away was an old-fashioned stagecoach with
four horses hitched to it at a halt, while surrounding it
with level ed revolvers wer e eight or t en masked men!
The driver sat on the box holding up his hands and t he
dead body of the guard who r ode with him to protect the
passengers and mail hung over the top of the vehicle.
Two of the masked men held the leadern and the rest
were in the act of going through the outfit and robbing
1,he passengers.
The "Gid who Ovvned the Gulch," as she styled herself,
" ·as running along close to the edge of the trail as though
she was trying to get close to the scene of the hold-up without being discovered.
But Wild did not propose to act that way.
"Hello, there!" he called out. "Stop that game or there
will be a big job for an undertake1· around here in Jess than
five minutes!"
He had his rifle to hi <; sh,;ul <l ·-.- and it was leveled directl y at the masker] follow he tovk to be t he leader, on account of a big green feaLhe,· t:h;, t was in his hat.
The viilains stopped in their work instantly.
They had :-iot figur ed on being interrupted in that way,
evidently.
They had just oydered the passengers to step out and
hand over what they possessed in the line of money and
valuables when Wild called out to them.
Being so close, the passengers heard the boy's command,
as well as the robbers.
That made them hesitate.
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"I mean what I say!" cried om· hero, in a ringing tone exclaimed the driver. "I ain't sich an awful good shot, but
of voice. "If you don't quit that game I'll shoot! 1 never I've jest about made up my mind that I'm goin' to avenge
miss when I fire, either, and I'll guai·antee that there won't ther death of my pard. I'll do it as sure as my name is ·Joe
Collins!"
be many of you lef t alive when I get done!"
"Good for you!" said Jim Dart.
. A~ this Nnctui;e Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart came
·"I guess we'd better go on to ther gulch," and the driver
·
l
m view.
They had their rifles in readiness, and the moment they gathered up the reins.
"How far is it from here?" Wild asked.
caught sight of the masked men they had them covered.
"Only little over half a mile."
"I jest calculate that I've got somethin' ter say here my"Well, we may as well go, too, then, for that's where we
self!" spoke up the girl, springing into view. "Dan Lifter,
if you an' that gang of galoots you've got there don't make are bound. Charlie, just call out to the Chinamen to load
yourselves mighty scarce inside of two minutes I'm a-goin' the packhorses."
The scout obeyed.
to do some shootin'! You hear what I say!"
"I reckon we'll wait till you're ready, an' then we'll all
\Vi!d and Lis partners stood perfectly stil), but she walked
go in together," said Joe Collins, the driver.
•
boldly up to the stagecoach.
"Well, you can do as you like about that," answered
"ClP-ar out, you sneakin' galoots!" she commanded. "VaYoung Wild West. "\Ve are not afraid to go alone, though."
moose, now!"
"Afraid! I should reckon not. I've seen enough of you
The leader of t.he masked men took a step backwards as
fellers to feel satisfied that if it wasn't fur .Mame Winters
though he intended to obey the girl.
in no time.
"Hold on, there!" spoke up Wild. "I guess those fellows you'd have cleaned that gang of masked men out
1
killed the man on top of the stagecoach. They mustn't get I reckon you ain't afraid to go it alone."
The passengers were all in favor of waiting until our
off as easy as all that."
"Dan Lifter, you go on an' git out of sight!" cried the friends were ready, so that settled it.
In about ten minutes Hop and Wing called out that they
Girl who Owned the Gulch. "I reckon I'm about runnin'
were ready, and then Young Wild West and his friends
things around here!"
•
Young Wild West looked at ;her half amused, half sur- went for their horses.
They mounted and rode out on the trail ahead of the
·
pri sed.
"I'm ther Girl who 0'\\'11S ther Gulch, an' my name is stagecoach, and then the driver took off his hat.
",They make what I calls a putty sight," he said. "Them
Mame vVinters," she went on. "Jest take it kinder easygals sartinly kin ride graceful-like, an' no mistake! An'
·
like, strangers."
"All right," answered Wild. "But those masked fellows jest look at them fellers! They was born in ther saddle, I
must get out of sight inside of three seconds ; if they reckon!"
"I wonder who they are and where they came from?"
don't, I'll begin to shoot."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when the laugh commented one of the passengersi
"Well, they are not ordinary folks, you kin bet!" anof the ragged old man sounded near them.
around
Then the road agents made a break for the cover of the swered another. "Ordinary folks wouldn't go ridin'
in such a free an' easy way as that. Them folks is used to
bushes at the side of the trail.
Ther
It seemed as though it was the signal for them to wait it, I guess. 'Tain't likely they're afraid of anything.shot
he
young feller told ther masked robbers that when he
no longer.
"Ther measly coyotes hadn't oughter peen allowed to git never missed, an' I'll jest bet all I'm worth that he'sa rig-ht!"
third.
"S'pose we ask 'em who they are?" suggested
away!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"It won't do no harm."
"Ha, ha, ha! He, he, he!"
"All right. You be ther one to do it."
Then the old man with· the flowing white beard jumped
They came to a wide place in the trail just then, and our
out of the bushes and ran up to the girl.
"What's the matter, daddy?" she asked. "Got one of friends . dropped back beside the stj:tgecoach. ,
"Say!" called out the man who bad decided to ask them;
yer spells on yer ag'in? Never mind, old man; it's all
rig-ht. You come on home with me. I calculate Dan Lifter "you don't mind tellin' us who we're indebted to fur bein'
will l'arn somethin' afore long. Ther idea of his holdin' saved from bein' robbed, do yer?"
"Certainly not," retorted our hero. "I am Young Wild
up ther stagecoach ag'in! He'd better not never try to cut
a shine around me ag'in! People, I'm Mame Winters, an' West, and the two gentlemen with me are my partners,
I'm ther Gil'l who Owns ther Gulch! You kin stay around Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart."
"An' ther ladies?"
hfre so long as you behave yourself. If you don't behave
"One of them is the wife of Cheyenne Charlie and the
you're apt to hear from me an' ther Puzzle of the1· Camp!"
With that she took the old man by the arm and led him others are friends."
"Ah! Traveled far?"
·
off into the bushes.
"From vVeston."
But she did not go the same way the masked men had
"Weston?"
disappeared, though, so our friends hardly thought she was
"Yes, Weston, in the Black Hills."
in league with them.
"Oh!" exclaimed one of the passengers; "I've heard of
"It's ther Puzzle of ther Camp an' his darter," said the
driver . "She's dead ag'in any one that does wrong. But I that place. An' I've heard of Young Wild West, too, come
was to
don't undeTStand how it is that she knows that feller what to think of it. A feller was tellin' me how aheboy
there
vVeston about six months ago, an' how there was
shot poor 'Dave Skidmore, though."
By this time Arietta and the rest of our friends had come who had made a fine town of it. I didn't pay much attention
to what he said, but now I remember. I'm satisfied nowi
upon the scene.
The passengers of the stagecoach, five in number, were that he didn't what yer call exaggerate any."
Then all hands got to talking with our friends.
gTeatly pleased at the way things had turned out, and one
In this way they rode into the mining camp called Glitter
of them offered three cheers for the clashing young fellow
Gulch.
who had halted them in their villainous work.
What had become of the Puzzle of the Camp and his\
They all joined in the cheering, and when they were done
daughter no one knew, but the di·iver declared that they
Wild smiled at them and said:
"I don't know as I am entitled to that, ~ny friend . The would turn up, all right, as they had a way of disappearing
ev~ry now and then . .
Girl who Owns the Gulch did the most of it."
Glitter Gulch was not a very big place.
"No, she didn't," corrected the driver. "It was you who
The few shanties it contained were built right in the
took ther starch out of 'em. My! but you sartinly did s'prise
wide mouth of a gulch that raR back in many twists and
'em!"
"Well, I reckon if it hadn't been for ther gal ther whole turns several miles, and in many places quartz rock glittered
lot of ther measly coyotes would have went as prisoners to on the sides.
That was why it was named Glitter Gulch.
G.litter Gulch with us, or else have died in ·their tracks.
The population was not over seventy-five, and only about
Young Wild West alvvays means business, but he's generhalf a dozen of these were women, who had emigrated there
aliy willin' to give ,in a little to fema les, too."
"Never mind!" spoke up our hero. "The chances are that wilh their husbands to help build up a fortune.
There was the usual tavern, store and blacksmith shop1
we have not seen the last of the road agents. It is too bad
noththat they shot a man, though. They should be made to to be found iIJ- such places, and on the whole thereofwas
the rest
ing aj;iout the camp that looked different to any
suffer for that."
"An' you kin jest bet your life that they will suffer, too!" ' when oul' friends saw it,
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It was not far enough advanced in mining to have any
machinery there, so the few derricks that were to be seen
were of the rudest manufacture.
Everything was done by hand, the pick and shovel and
the washing-pans being the main factors.
There was a mixed crowd in front of the tavern when
the stagecoach and our friends came to a halt there.
Young Wild West cast a quick glance at the faces of the
miners and became satisfied that they were simply of the
usual sort.
There were the blustering sort there, as well as honest
men.
But this is the crowd that makes up almost every mining
camp.
What appeared to strike Hop and Wing the most was the
fact that a couple of Chinamen were to be seen peeping
around the corner of the shanty.
Hop smiled guilelessly as he turned to his brother and
said:
"Me play dlaw pokee with Chinamen; win all their money,
allee samee Melican gambler."
"Hop no cheatee Chinee," answered Wing, shaking his
head. "It notee lightee." ·
Cheyenne Charlie happened to be near enough to them to
hear what they said.
The scout grinned, for he knew that Hop was liable to do
just what he said.
Unless it was an expert who played with him, the Chinaman always came out ahead.
,
The more green his opponent was, the more he would
cheat.
Charlie made up his mind to see the game, in case it ever
was played.
Wild and his friends did not dismount until the passengers left the stagecoach.
They wanted to give them a chance to get accommodations at the tavern, as if there was not room they could get
along very wel! by camping out, the same as they had done
during their journey over the mountains and plains.
But it so happened that only two of the travelers wanted
accommodations.
The others had come out to live with relatives they had
there.
Wild walked into the "place and found a short, stout man
behind the rough board counter that was called a bar.
"What sort of accommodations have you got for our
party?" he asked.
"Fine!" was the reply. "How long are you goin' to stay?"
"Oh, three or four days, or maybe more."
"Al! right. You kin have ther two rooms on that side
on ther ground floor. Go in an' make yourselves to honE. ."

CHAPTER III.
AT GLITTER GULCH.

/

Our friends were not long in taking possession of the
rooms the landlord of the tavern assigned to them.
They were nothing very elaborate, as might well be supposed.
The shanty was built of rough boards and was not finished off inside.
•
There were no such luxuries as carpets, either, and the
rest of the furniture was rather meagre.
But Young Wild West was used to this.
It would be a change from the camp life they had been
indulging in during the past week, and as they expected to
stay there for a few days, there was nothing Jike living at
the "hotel."
. The girls were not long in fixing up the room that was
assigned to them.
Anna was the chaperon of Arietta and Eloise, and she
had a way of doing things in the right shape.
As they had eaten dinner, there was nothing for them
to do just then, so Wild and his partners concluded to take
things easy the rest of the day.
When the articles the packhorses had carried were stowed
in the rooms, they went out in the barroom and bought
some cigars.
Then they went outside and took a look around.
Nearly all the miners were at work by this time, so it was
rather dull around there.
Of course there had been considerable excitement when

it was learned that Dave Skidmore, the guard, had been
shot and killed by the road agents, but the undertaker had
taken charge of Dave now, and the excitement had subsided.
However, it furnished the top of conversation at the store
and blacksmith shop, as well as at the tavern.
Wild questioned the driver, whom he found at the blacksmith shop a little later, and learned that it was not the
first time the stagecoach had been held up.
The same thing had happened a week before, only no one
had been killed.
But the passengers had been robbed, and though a search
was afterward made for the robbers, nothing could be found
of them.
.
Wild was very much interested in the road agents, and so
were his partners.
They had broken up more than one gang of such fellows,
and they now felt that it was their duty to attend to this
one.
It was a way they had.
The blacksmith paused in his work and listened to the
conversation that took place between our hero and the
driver.
"Joe," said he, do yer mean to tell me that this boy was
ther one that stoooed ther robbers?" ·
"That's right, Bill," was the reply. "He brought 'em up
with a round turn, too, an' no mistake!"
"Don't look as though he could do a whole lot. Might be
a putty good shot, though, an' have lots of nerve."
"That's jest what he's got, Bill!" declared the driver. "I
reckon he'd have made h.is word good, too, if it hadn't been
fur Mame Winters an' ther Puzzle of ther Camp."
"I don't see how they could interfere much."
"Well, yo u see, Young Wild West let ther gal have her
own way."
"Oh!"
The blacksmith now dropped his hammer and steppped up
to our hero.
"Got much muscle, young feller?" he asked, putting out
his hand and f eeling of the upper part of the boy's arm.
"A little," answered Wild.
"Well, yer have, fur a fact. But jest feel of mine!"
.
"Well, the work you are at gives you muscles like that,"
Wild said. "You must be a very strong man."
"I am. Why, I could chuck a half dozen fellers like
you over my head, one after t'other."
"You might if they would let you."
"Oh, they couldn't helJ> themselves, boy."
"Possibly not."
"Say. you don't believe what I say, do yer ?"
"Well. I don't know as I do."
"I'll show yer, then!"
,
As the words left his lips he made a grab for the boy and
succeeded in catching him by one of the arms.
"What are you going to do?" asked Young Wild West, as
he very easily wrenched himself loose.
.
"I am going to throw yer over my head, Jest to prove
th:a.t I wasn't !yin'."
"Better look out, Bill," cautioned the driver.
"See here!" exclaimed Wild. "I don't want any trouble
with , you. I think you mean all right, but I am satisfied
that if I didn't let you throw me over your head you would
get mad."
"Git mad, hey? Why, I'm ther jolliest hairpin in Glitter
Gulch. I never gits mad."
"Well, you would get mad soon enough if I got the best
of you."
"But you couldn't git ther best of me."
"You ·had better let it drop. I don't want any trouble
with you."
"Let it drop, hey? Oh, no! I'm Bill, ther blacksmith,
an' I'm ther strongest man in ther camp! I'm jest goin'
to toss yer over my head an' let you land in that heap of
shavin's over there, so yer won't git hurt. Now don't you
go to gittin' mad an' do any shootin', do yer hear?"
"Don't you worry about me gett!ng ma_d_ and doi~g any
shooting, my friend;" answered W1l~, sm1lrng at him.
He saw that the fellow was a big, harmless fellow at
the most but that he had an awful good opinion of himself.
But th~t he would get very mad if things did not go his
way he was certain.
"Jest take them shooters an' knives out of yer belt, young
feller, an' I'll show yer somethin'."
The blacksmith took off his apron as he said this and
got ready for business.
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"Well, I suppose if I have got to be tossed over your
head into that pile of shavings I might as well become resigned to it," retorted Wild, handing Charlie his shooters
and knife.
The scout and Jim had walked down to the blacksmith
shop with him and had been taking in all that was said.
They knew that Wild was altogether too quick for the
·
big, clumsy blacksmith.
There was 'a grin of confidence on the face of the blacksmith, and the three loungers who happened to be there in
addition to the driver and our friends looked expectant.
·'Sail in!" cried Wild. ·
The blacksmith did sail in.
But instead of catching the boy as he wanted to, his
hands flew over his shoulders.
Then Wild's sinewy arms flew about his waist and up
went the' brawny man!
Our hero was a powerful young fellow, as the reader
knows by this time.
He did not mind the two hundred pounds he had lifted
from the ground in the least.
With a mighty effort he hurled the blacksmith around
and then sent him over his head into the heap of shavings!
And it a!l happened so quickly that the blacksmith had
no time to do anything.
He rolled over and got upon his feet, his head covered
with shavings.
"How in thunder did you do that, young feller?" he
gasped.
"Oh, that was quite easy," replied \Vile!. "You are not
mad, are you?"
"No! Oh, no! I ain't mad a bit!"
But his actions belied his words, for he flew at the boy
like an enraged grizzly.
Wild was 13.s cool as an iceberg, however, and was expect·
ing just such a thing.
He dodged the rush, and, jumping behind the blacksmith, threw his arms about his neck and thrust his knee
hard against his back at the same time.
There was a quick jerk and down they both went, Wild
swinging over and landing on top.
The blacksmith was on his stomach, and, getting both
his kneel' in the hollow of his back, Wild held him there
very easily.
"Are you satisfi ed?" he asked.
"Yes!" came -the rather unexpected reply. "Let me up;
I've got enoug h!"
Wild jumped up and then assisted him to his feet.
All the anger had left the blacksmith.
"I made a fool of myself," was all he said.
Then he walked over to the forge and began blowing the
bellows as though his very life depended on it.
"You had better put on your apron," said our hero, with
a laugh. "It is all rig·ht, my friend. You are not the first
one who has made a mistake of the kind."
"Bill is a good feller," said Joe Collins, the driver as
Wild walked out of the shop. "It huds him, though, to
think he made sich a fool of himself. I was sorter of ther
opinion that you was goin' to git ther best of him; I could
tell by ther way you an' your pards acted."
"I reckon it would take more'n that blacksmith to handle
Wild," Charlie remarked. "But I'm mighty glad to see that
he's willin' to drop it."
"Oh, he'll be his best friend after what's happened. I
know Bill."
"Hello!" exclaimed Jim just then; "here comes old Rip
Van Winkle on a white mule! What do you think of that,
boys?"
Sure enough, the so-called Puzzle of the Camp was ridingup the single street of the mining camp, the mule on a lazy
walk.
He had an old violin in his hand, and as soon as he founa
he was attracting attention, he drew the bow across the
strings and began playing.
It was delightful music that came from the instrument
'
and our friends paused to listen.
When he reached the tavern the mule came to a halt, but
the old man kept right on playing.
Naturally, the music brought the girls out to see what it
all meant.
Wild and his partners, followed by the stage-driver,
walked up to the scene.
The Puzzle of the Camp kept right on playing, and when
he had gone over the piece he was ]?laying twice he ceased
.and dismounted.
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Then he ,vent around with his battered hat, the same as.
a street musician does in the cities and towns.
When Young Wild West looked at him he saw that _he
was very humble, and not like he was when they saw him
near the scene of the hold-up.
He did not miss a single bystander, and as he received a
piece of money from each, he bowed his thanks.
Then he played some more on the violin and went on to
the store.
He played here and took up a collection from the three or
four who happened to be there and then went on his way.
"Well, I guess the Puzzle of the Camp is a good name
for him," observed our hero. "He certainly does not act like
he did this noon."
"He gits a crazy fit quite often, an' there's no tellin' what
he'll do," said Joe Collins.
"I wonder where his daughter is now?"
"Home in ther shanty they live in back in ther gulch, I
reckon. They've got quite a place back there, and when
ther old man is in his right mind he makes a garden an'
hunts to keep things goin'. Some do say that they've got a
gold mine there, but no one has ever been able to find out
about it, though."
"How long has the old man been around these parts?"
asked Jim Dart.
"No one around here knows exactly. Both ther Puzzle of
ther Camp an' his darter was here when ther camp was
made here in ther mouth of ther gulch. I landed here about
a week after ther first shanty went up, so they say, an' then
ther place was all named an' things was on ther boom.
Mame Winters says as how she is ther gal what owns ther
gulch, though, an' you kin bet your life that she comes,
mighty near tellin' ther truth, fur what she says _about ther
gulch back here goes!"
"Then that refers to the gulch itself, and not the camp?"
Wild said.
"Yes, mostly, I reckon. But sometimes she takes a notion to run things in ther camp. She's got a feller who is
very nice lookin', an' who don't work much, outside of
playin' poker an' sich, an' once in a while she comes around
an' gives him Hail Columbia!"
"~he has got a fellow, eh?" observed Wild, becoming interested. "What is his name ? "
"Poker Phil is all ther name he goes by."
"What sort of a fellow is he?"
"Oh, a putty nice sort of a feller, only he's what they
calls a perfessional gambler."
"Ah! I see."
"There he comes now! An' if Mame Winters ain't with
him I'm a bald-headed galoot!"
He pointed up the road, and, looking in the direction, our
friends saw a rather fancy-looking young man riding
toward them with the Girl who owned the Gulch at his side.

CHAPTER IV.
POKER PHIL. ,

Mame Winters looked rather jaunty and pretty mounted
on a buckskin pony.
The man at her side rode a fme-lookin!l: black which
looked more like a Kentucky race horse than anything else.
He was not more than twenty-two years of age and was
quite handsome, a small blonde mustache giving him a touch
of manhood that was not out cf plac"e.
His costume of velvet added to his appearance, still giving
him a sort of reckless way, as it was partly of a Mexican
cut.
The couple rode up to the front of the tavern and halted.
"Hello, Young Wild West!" called out the Girl who Owned
the Gulch. "So you got to Glitter Gulch all right, hey?"
"Yes," replied Wild. "We struck here after a while.
What became of the road agents?"
"I don't know. I reckon they've skipped out fur good.
I told 'em ther other day that if they didn't leave these parts
somethin' would be apt to happen to 'em."
"Well, you told them just right, I guess. If it hadn't
been for you something would have happened to them out
on the trail. I simply let them get away because you ordered them to vamoose."
"I know yer did. I heard yer say that after I got out
of yer sight. I heerd yer tell ther passengers what yer
:ll.ame was, too. That's how I happened to know it."
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Young Wild West smiled, but made no offer to touch one
"Oh, I see."
During this brief conversatio n the man in the velvet suit of his . shooters.
"Go ahead!" he said calmly.
was looking at Wild all the time.
"Go ahead what?" was the reply, with affected innocence."
And our hero had managed to size him up as well.
"Shoot!"
It was plain that the young man did not like our hero,
"Who said I was going to shoot ? "
but the expression on Wild's face could not be made out,
"No one."
as he was one of the kind who never allowed even a look
"Well, what are you driving at, then?"
to commit them.
"Poker Phil, when I touch the butts of my shooters in
Wild had come to the quick conclusion, though, that he
a case like this I always shoot. I never put up a bluff.
was a rascal.
"Who is your friend, Miss Winters?" he ventured to ask. Now if you think you want to shoot, just go ahead!"
There was a short silence, during which the face of the
"My friend? Why, he's Poker Phil, the dandy galoot
of the Gulch," she replied. "Shake hands with ther boy gambler turned all colors.
"If you are not going to shoot, take your hands off your
that \"as goin' to clean out the robbers, Phil."
"Certainly! " and the yonng man dismounted and ap- revolvers!"
'l' here was a ring of command in Young Wild West's
proached our hero.
when he said this.
voice
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to
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Then it was that Poker Phil tried to assert himself.
Mame, as Poker Phil stepped back and folded his arms.
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.Murmurs of astonishme nt went up from all sides.
Just for an instant a dangerous gleam shot from the
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Wild had taken such a dislike to the fellow that he did
Though he did not like the way the fellow had talked, he shake
.
him.
thought it best not to say anything just then.
wrists a sudden twist and brought him
his
gave
he
Then
kind
It occurred to him that Poker Phil was one of the
to his knees with a cry of pain.
of men who is easy to pick a ro~with.
"So you are a man, are you ? " he cried. "Well, why
rather
Wild did not want to pick a row by resenting the
don't you show yourself one? My opinion is that you are a
insulting remark.
cur! Do you hear what I say? Now, then, sit down! And
If he did, the chances are that the majority of the out- if you attempt to put up another fight with me I'll throw
siders would have thought him in the wrong.
you headfirst in the water barrel over there!"
He gave one mighty shove and Poker Phil sat down with
Complimen tary remarks about females in mining camps
are not considered insulting, as a rule.
more suddenness than he had ever done in his life before.
:But if Young Wild West did not want to pick a muss with
It was as if a mule had kicked him!
the young gambler, Poker Phil evidently did with him.
'fhe next moment the Puzzle of the Camp stepped up, a
"So you are the boy who was going to shoot all the rob- big six-shooter in his hand.
"Let him alone, boy!" he exclaimed. "Let Poker Phil
bers, are you ? " he remarked, as he twisted the ends of his
short mustache and put on a look such as one's superior alone, or I will shoot you!"
Wild's hand flew to his belt, and then-might be apt to assume.
,
Crack!
"Oh, I don't hardly think i was going to shoot all of
It was the quickest thing the miners of Glitter Gulch
them," our hero answered coolly.
"Well, you and your partners were going- to do it, so had ever seen clone.
Wild had fired before they were aware that he was even
,
Mame says."
going to.
"That might be the truth."
The bullet hit the ungainly-lo oking weapon the old man
"Have you ever shot any robbers?"
had in his hand and grazed the knuckle of his thumb.
"Quite a few."
He dropped it as though it was a hot potato!
"You have, eh 1"
"Oh, yes!"
"There is no one going to shoot me--not while I am
"You have shot others besides robbers, too, I suppose?" looking, anyway!" the daring 1boy exclaimed.
A queer sort of a laugh came from the old man, and,
"Well, yes. I have been compelled to shoot some bad
running over to his mule, he seized the violin which he had
!ndians in my day." .
hung to the pommel of the saddle and began playing a
"Any other kind of men?"
"Well, I've dropped a gambler or two because I was com- lively air.
"That's right, dad!" called out Mame. "Take it easy.
pelled to."
As our hero said this he looked the fellow squarely in Young Wild West seems to be at ther top of ther heap!"
The dandy-look ing g,ambler in the velvet suit now got up
the eyes, as much as to say: "Are you looking for trouble?"
,
Poker Phil winced and Mame showed signs of uneasiness. and brushed the dirt from him.
Wild picked up his revolvers and the big pistol he had
"You've said about enough, Phil," she said. "What's ther
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made the old man drop.
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But Wild was quicker than he was.
1
Crack!
The weapon dropped from the fello,v's hand and the blood
trickled from his middle finger.
"Poker Phil, hold up your hands!"
The command was given in a very stern tone of voice.
It is more than probable that if the man had not obeyed
instantly Wild would have dropped him dead in his tracks.
Our hero's blood was now up, and not one of his companions said a word one way or the other.
They all knew that he was not to be interfered with in a
case of that kind.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were keeping a sharp
watch on the bystanders, however.
But not a man showed the least sign of interfering.
It would not have been well for them if they had interfered.
Wild and his two partners could have cleaned out that
crowd in no time.
Poker Phil had his hands over his head in a hurry.
"Now stand around side to me!" said Wild.
The gambler obeyed.
"What are you going to do?" he asked, in a voice that
had a quiver in it.
"I am going to t,rim that little mustache you have got
there!"
A deep hush came over the crowd.
But suddenly Mame cried out :
"Have mercy on him, Young Wild West!"
"Oh, I am not going to harm him," was the reply. "I
am simply going to trim that mustache with a bullet. I
can do it quite easy. H is lip might get singed a little, but
that won't make any difference. Just watch, now!"
Up went his hand, and then as quick as a flash it came
down until the revolver it held was on a level with the
gambler's head.
Crack!
Poker Phil gave a jump and let out a muffled shriek.
"You are not harmed," said vVild. "You haven't got as
much nerve as a sick prairie dog!"
The bystanders crowded around the man.
"That beats anything I ever seen did!" exclaimed the proprietor of the tavern. "Blamed if he didn't do jest what
he said he would! Shootin' shooters out of a man's hands
is bad enough, but trimmin' a mustache with a chunk of
hot lead jest caps ther climax!"
"Are you through with me?" asked the gambler faint! y.
"Yes."
Poker Phil hastened to his horse and led it over to the
store a few yards away, Mame and the Puzzle following.
"Three cheers fur Young Wild West, boys!" cried the
stagecoach driver, taking off his hat and waving it.
The cheers were given with a will.

CHAPTER V.
A LITTLE CONVERSATION AND A G.\ME OF DR-1.W.

There could scarcely be a more surprised and humiliated
man than Poker Phil was when he walked away from Young
Wild West after receiving permission.
Though the man had not been born, or even reared in
the West, he had been there long enough to pick up a lot
of knowledge as to the way things were run.
He had found that bluff played a prominent part in all
the dealings.
Being quite a ncriy young fellow, he was able to carry
out a bluff, and it so happened that Young Wild West was
the first he came in contact with who had downed him.
Poker Phil was not what might be termed a coward.
He would fight any one so long as he had a living chance,
but to be treated the way he had been by the boy he had
picked a quanel with was a little too much for him.
Vlhat ha<l happened was done so quicl-i:ly that he was
simply a puppet in the hands of an experienced manipulator.
"Confound it all, Mame!" exclaimed the gambler, as he
stopped near the store. "I never thought that boy was
anything like that."
"Well, I reckoned he was something of a screamer, though,
ther minute I sot eyes on him," was the reply.
"You aren't ashamed of me, are you, Mame?"
"No, but I'm jest a little mad at yer."
"Mad at me-what for?"
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"For lookin' at that red-haired gal ther way yer did."
"Nonsense, Mame."
"Never mind, now. I ain't no fool. If I ever thought
that you though t more of some other girl than you do of me
I'd kill her! Then I'd make things hum for you! I'd-- "
"S-s-s-sh !"
He put his band over her mouth.
"Don't talk that way, Mame," he added. "You are the
Girl who Owns the Gulch, and I am your lover, and don't
make any mistake about that! I am ready to marry you
the minute your dad says the words."
"Well, if ther Puzzle don't take it in his head to say yes
putty soon I reckon me an' him is goin' no have a fallin'
out. If it wasn't fur them blamed crazy spells that comes
on him every onct an' a while he'd be all right. It's then
when he don't like yer, 'cause he knows that you are not
only Poker Phil, but--"
Again the gambler pressed his hand over the girl's mouth.
There was no one in front of the store to hear what she
said, but it seemed that he really did not want to hear what
the girl was going to say himself.
"Will you keep still, Mame?" he asked, almost pleadingly.
"Don't talk like that. You know how much I love you!"
"Yes, I know," she answered. "Well, now I'm goin' to
git ther things I come to ther store after, an' then I'm goin'
back home with Daddy."
"All right, Mame. I am going to stay at the hotel tonight. I've got an engagement to play card s with a couple
of men who have got more money than brains."
"Good! You go ahead an' play cards an' win all ther
money you kin. But that other game-well, you know you
promised me to give it up, an' to-day you went an'--"
"Will you stop talking about that, Mame?"
"Yes. Good-by! I'm goin' into ther store. I won't have
another word to say."
With that tµe girl left her ...pony standing and went in.
side.
Poker Phil turned and went back to the tavern.
He turned his horse over to the man in charge of the
stable and walked inside, just as though he was an entire
stranger to Young Wild West and the rest.
That he was a pretty good customer of the place was
evirient, for the proprietor was very friendly toward him.
"I'm going to stop over to-night," said the gambler. ·"It
will be an all-night game, I suppose."
"All right," was the landlord's reply. "Ther back room
is there fur ther purpose."
The gambler bought a drink 'and then went into the room
spoken of and proceeded to read a paper which he took
from his pocket.
Young Wild West did not attempt to go anywhere near
him.
But he made up his mind he would be careful and not
give him a chance to get the drop on him.
For fully an hour the gambler sat reading in the back
room.
Then a horseman rode up and dismounted in front of the
hotel.
He was a stranger to all there, but appeared to be of a
very quiet and mannerly disposition.
He bought a couple of drinks and a cigar, and then sauntered leisurely into the back room.
Poker Phil ,vas the only one there at the time and he
looked up and nodded as the stranger entered."So you have got here at last?" he said in a low tone.
"Yes; I couldn't before. There was a little trouble among
the men."
"A little trouble, you say?"
"Yes, the Englishman and Irishman got at it again."
"After they promised me faithfully the other clay that
they would let it drop!"
"Well, they won't quarrel any more-at least the Englishman won't."
"How is that?" and Poker Rhil looked expectantly.
"Well, it got so hot that they had to fight it out."
"And the Englishman went uncle:r?"
"Yes, that's just the size of it."
"Too bad! He was a good man."
"I know it. We had no better in the gang. But I suppose Mike is just as good."
"Oh, yes! Mike is all right."
"Suppose we have a drink?"
"I don't m ind."
"I say, lanrllord !" called out t',e stranger, "f~tch. ~n som~
whisky an' two glasses. I guess this gent will Join me.
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"Certainly I will," said the gambler.
The drinks were brought and then they got right down to
business.
"Is everything all right for to-night?" the newcomer .
asked.
"Oh, yes! It is hardly likely that the miners will disappoint me. It is their own proposition, you know. If
they want to lose their money I guess you and I can take
it from them. If we are not interfered with I know we can."
"Interfered with?" and the man looked surprised.
"Yes, Rube, there's a fellow here who is liable to stop
anything he takes a notion to. He is the boy who stopped
the road agents from robbing the passengers of the stagecoach to-day."
"The dickens you say!"
"His name is Young Wild West," went on the gambler,
"and he simply made a fool out of me a little over an hour
ago. See that finger?"
"Yes, what's the matter with it?"
"Oh, he shot my revolver from my hand, that's all. See
my mustache!"
"Why, it looks as though. it had been singed off on one
side."
"Well, Young Wild i,Vest did that with a bullet."
"What!"
"Yes, he did it easv enough, too."
.
"The bullet was mea"nt to put an encl to you, I suppose?"
"Oh, no! It was meant to trim my mustache, as he put
it, and it did it very nicely."
"The dickens!"
"Young Wild West is a dangerous fellow. There is no
use in denying it, he is altogether too much for me. He
has declared that he is going to put an end to the road
agents, too."
"Well, if he does that it will be a good thing for some
of the folks around here," and Rube laughed.
"Yes, a good thing for some and a bad thing for others."
The two talked along in this strain for some time.
Then a couple of miners came in.
.
They were not those the gambler had made an apporntment with, ,but they were looking for a game, all the same.
They knew Poker Phil, and after an exchange of a few
words thev sat down at the table.
A pack ·of cards was produced and Poker Phil proceeded
to shuffle them.
Just then the face of a Chinaman appeared at the window near the table.
It was Hop Wah!
He had cleaned the two Chinese servants out of all their
money, as he said he would do, and now he was looking for
more victims.
"Makee five handee!" he called out.
The two miners grinned.
"Let's have him in ther game," suggested one.
"I haven't the least objections, providing he has got an}'
money," said Poker Phil.
"Got much money?" asked the man called Rube, leaning
over to the window.
Hop promptly showed a roll of bills and then pulled a
handful of gold coins from one of his capi3-cious pockets.
"He'll do!" exclaimed the gambler.
The Chinaman now disappeared from the window, and
a minute later came into the room by the rear entrance.
Hop Wah was all smiles, as he sat down on the chair
Rube put up for him.
There was a very innocent look on his face, and the
miners chuckled softly to themselves as they thought how
easy it would be to relieve him of his pile.
But they did not know what sort of a fellow they had
struck.
Hop had been in America long enough to learn a whole
lot about "dlaw pokee," as he called the game.
And being a "born thief," as Cheyenne Charlie declared,
it was likely that he was slow at getting what cards he
wanted from a pack.
As might be supposed, Poker Phil and Rube were going
to play a secret partner game.
.
One would deal the other the winning hand every time
they got a chance, and all sorts of cheating would be done.
But they were both very slick at the same business, and it
would take more than an ordinary miner to catch them .
Of course they never once thought that the Chinaman
was going to be anything more than a common victim.
"How muchee ante?" Hop asked , looking around blandly,

his hand thrust in an inner pocket of the loose-fitting gown
he wore.
"Half a dollar, and no limit," answered the gambler.
"Allee light; givee chance for um show-down, then?"
"Oh yes! When you have bet your last dollar it will be
a call: and the man with the best hand takes the pot."
"Velly good! Now me play pokee allee samee Melican
man."
They cut for deal and it fell to Rube.
He shuffled the cards, Poker Phil cut them and then the
deal went through with.
.
Hop had put up half a dollar, and the man next to l11m
had slapped a five-dollar gold-piece on top of it, making it
cost that much to draw cards.
The Chinaman looked at his hand and .found that he had
a pair of aces.
Then he calmly watched the dealer.
The rest all met the ante and then Rube picked up the
pack to put out the cards each called for.
.
"How many you want, Chinaman?" he asked, holding
three ready to hand him.
"Me no takee any," and Hop smiled sweetly at the man.
A look of surprise came over Rube's face, but he went
on to the rest and gave them what they wanted.
Evidently Hop thought he had arranged the cards so as
to give out some pretty good hands and hold a better one
himself.
But by his not drawing any the scheme was knocked in
the head.
And that was just what was the matter.
Rube had started in to cheat on the very first deal.
He had fixed the cards so each of the players would get
a pair cold, and then when each of them drew three cards
they would have three of a kind.
The miner on Hop's left held a pair of jacks and he got
the ace that was intended for the Chinaman, while the man
next got the jack that was intended for him.
It was Poker Phil who \\·as to get two kings, and with
the pair he had cold he would have the winning hand.
The dealer meant to drop out.
But now it had resulted with a pair of aces being the
highest hand, and Hop held it.
It was his bet, and without any hesitation he placed five
dollars on the table.
The two miners saw the bet and called him, but the conspirators in the game dropped out.
The result was that the Chinaman won the pot.
That was one on the gamblers.
"Me play pokee putty good," he remarked, smiling at
Rube. "You velly good dealer."
"Well, you were lucky enough to win the first hand," was
the replv.
Just then Young Wild West and his two partners, follo,ved by the stage driver, came in to see what was going on.

CJLL\.PTER VI.
A QUEER BARGAIN.

We will now tu·rn our attention to the Puzzle of the Camp
and his daughter.
\;<,Then .Mame Winters had made her purchases in the
store of the mining camp she came out and found her father
waiting outside with his mule.
The buckskin pony was right there with him, and without
a word she mounted, slinging her bundle, over the pommel
of the saddle.
.
She started down the road at a canter, the old man following her, his violin and bow clasped in his left hand.
When she reached the place where the mountain trail
turned from the camp the girl turned right into the gulch
instead of following it.
But she struck a bridle-path right away, which wound this
way and that among the rocks and boulders, and, bringing
the buckskin clown to a trot, she let him pick his way.
The Puzzle of the Camp now got up close to her.
"Queer things happen, don't they, Mame?" he observed.
"Yes, daddy," she answered.
"What do yer think about ther robbers, Mame?"
"I don't like robbers, daddy."
"I don't, either."
"Ther nine galoots what makes up that band of robbers
has got to quit that game, an' don't yer forgit it!"
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Then Mame dropped lightly to the ground and sent he
"That's what I says, daddy;"
pony after him.
"Say, Mame, I'm all right now, ain't I?"
She took her bundle in the house and busied hersel:
"Y~s, you are all right now, daddy." .
about the interior, humming a tune as she did so.
"You're ther gal who owns ther gulch, ain't yer?"
In a little while her father came in.
"Yes, that's jest what I am."
"Mame," said he, his eyes blazing with a strange light.
"An' I'm ther Puzzle of ther Camp?"
·
•
"I'm goin' to have a look at it!"
"Yes."
. "J=!on't you dare do it, daddy!" she retorted. "You kno,,
"Well, it is all very funny sometimes, Mame."
"I know it, daddy. If it wasn't that your brains gits it will start ther wheels in your head runnin' every which
flopped over every once in a while you wouldn't be no puzzle way if yer do. Don't yer do it, I say!"
"But I must! It is our gold, ain't it? . When I'm dead
to any one. What you need is a doctor of some kind what
kin open a trapdoor in ther top of your head an' set ther an' gone it will be yourn. I'm going to have a look at it.
wheels a-runnin' straight. Then you'd be jest like any Don't yer try to stop me! I'm goin' to look at it, I say!"
The old man was fast getting in a passion now, and with
other kind of an old man. v'i7hy can't you stop gittin' crazy,
a look of uneasiness Mame placed her hand on his arm.
daddy?"
"All right, daddy. I will look at it with you. But promEvidently that was as much of a puzzle to him as he was
ise me you will lie 1·ight down and go to sleep after you
to the residents of Glitter Gulch.'
"I'll tell you one thing, Mame," he observed half a min- have seen the gold."
"I'll promise, Mame."
ute later.
His face softened wonderfully.
"What is it you want to tell me?"
Then the two walked to a corner of the one room of the
"I like Young Wild West!"
lower story of the cabin, and when he had cast a glance
"Do yer, daddy?"
around to mak:e sure that no one was watching, the Puzzle
"Yes, I do."
of the Camp pried one of the smaller logs loose with his
"Honest?"
"Yes, I'll cross my heart," and the old man did so in a knife and then opened a small door that could hardly be noticed.
childish way.
The door was made of short logs and fitted right in place
"Well, I like him putty well myself, daddy."
"But riot as much as you do, Dan-Poker Phil, I mean." as though it belonged to the end of the building as a whole.
This open, a dark passage was disclosed.
"Well, Poker Phil told me he loves me, didn't he?" and
Mame now ran to the door of the cabin and barred it.
the girl flashed a sharp look at her father.
She had forgotten to do this before.
"Yes, so you told me one day."
"I wouldn't have no one find out this great secret not fur
"An' Young Wild West wouldn't tell me that, 'cause he's
got a handsome girl with reddish-gold hair. Why wouldn't ther world!" she thought. "Now, daddy has gone an' promised that he'll lay down an' sleep after he sees ther gold
I like Phil better than him?"
"That's right," and the old man shook his gray head as ag'in. But he won't do it. He'll jest git as crazy as a
though he was not sure it was all right, after all. "But do June bug an' go around ther camp doin' things that'll
make 'em all feel funny-like. There ain't no men as ain't
you know one thing, Mame?"
"What is it?" and the girl brought the buckskin to a got a little fear fur a crazy man, especially one that acts
like daddy does!"
halt, showing more interest than she had yet shown him.
By this time daddy was crawling into the passage, a
"I did like Poker Phil an awful lot, but I don't now."
lighted tallow dip in his hand.
"What made yer change your mind, daddy?"
Mame followed him.
The question was asked almost fiercely.
For a distance of fully fifty feet the old man crawled,
"Well, what he done in front of ther tavern sorter set 'me
and then he got up and stood in a small cave.
ag'in him."
The light he carried in his hand shone on the sides and
"Why, yer was goin' to shoot Young Wild We st 'cause he
fl
h
T
handled Phil so rough, wasn't yer?"
"Yes, but that was afore I changed my mind. Poker ce1 mg of t e cave and re ected from a glittering mass of
metal all over the cave.
It seemed that the cave was simply lined with gold, which
Phil don't love you, Mame. He .iest wants to git th er gold
was almost the case, in fact.
that he knows we've got buried."
'
h ld
B t
The girl's· face turned pale.
u to t e o man and his daughter this seemed to have
"Come on, daddy! Let's git home," she said, after a
no charm.
pause.
There was something right in the center of the cave
"Young Wild West, as they calls him, shot my pistol out
of my hand when I was goin' to shoot him, an' I'm glad that attracted their attention.
Daddy lifted a slab of stone that had an iron ring atof it," went on the Puzzle of the Camp. "I kin see through
it all now. Poker Phil fell in love with ther red-haired gal, tached to- it and then a mass of gold-dust and nuggets came
an' 'cause he knowed she must be Young Wild West's sweet- to view.
"There's a million dollars' worth of gold there, Mame!"
heart, he jest started in to pick a muss with him. He tried
to bluff him, but found he couldn't. Phil don't like ther cried the Puzzle of the Camp hoarsely. "What do you think
boy an' his pards, 'cause he heard 'em say--or somebody of it?"
"It's all right, daddy; but it ain't worth goin' crazy over,
say-that they was goin' to hunt down ther robbers. If he
· fur all that."
knowed that Dan--"
"No, it ain't worth goin' crazy over, Mame. But jest
"Shet up, daddy!" interposed the girl. "You've said
think of it! Look how I have worked an' slaved fur more'n
enough!"
"All right," said the old fellow meekly, and then he four years to git that pile together! An' now all that's
needed is a husband fur you to help spend it. All's I want
dropped into absolute silence.
to see is that you git hitched to ther right man, an' then I
Pretty •soon Mame turned to him and said:
"Well, daddy, yc>u know there's another feller what likes kin die happy!"
Then he became strangely silent all at once.
me an awflll lot. I know it, though he ain't never said so.
"Now, daddy, look out!" cried Mame.
·
It's Mike, ther Irishman."
But he did not heed her.
"If Mike wasn't in ther business he's in he'd be all right,"
He · let the stone slab drop over the hole, and then dropventured the Puzzle.
"Huh! I could make him git out of that business in a ping the burning tallow dip, darted through the passage,
jiffy. I could make Mike do anything, I could. An' you leavins the girl alone in the cave.
"There!" she exclaimed, picking up the light; "he's as
jest ,vait! If I find that Phil has been foolin' me I'll fill
his carcass with chunks of lead! An' then I'll marry Mike, mad as a March hare ag'in. No wonder they call him ther
Puzzle."
·
see if I don't!"
It was a resigned expression that was on the face of the
The last was said with great emphasis.
Then they rode on in silence for about half a mile, when girl now.
She simply started through the passage in a matter-ofa little log cabin came in sight.
This was the home of the Puzzle of the Camp and his fact way, and, reaching the cabin, found the door wide open
and her father gone.
daughter.
She closed the opening carefully and then went about
The old man dismounted with great agility for one of
his vears, and promptly led his mule around to a shed at I her work, after first extinguishing the light and placing
,
the tallow dip on a shelf.
the ·rear of the cabin.
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"Hello, Mame!" called a voice from the door. "How
are ye after bein' this beautiful afternoon?"
"Why, hello, Mike! Come in!" she answered, her face
brightening as if by magic. "You are jest ther galoot I
want to see."
"Faith, an' I'm glad of that, Mame. You don't know
how your bright eyes makes me heart P"O pit-a-pat like a
chicken's, bedad ! Ye are enough to make a man commit
suicide by swallying a bowie knife sharp end first, me pretty
one!"
"Never mind about that, you bog-trotter! I don't want
to hear anything sentimental out of you, not jest yet, anyhow. I want you to do me a favor, though."
"What is it, Mame? Ye know well enough I would do
an-ything for ther likes of ye."
"I want you to find out if Poker Phil is after any othe:i.
girl but me."
The Irishman shook his head.
"I don't know as it would be right for me to pry into
ther love affairs of another, me darlint. But I will tell ye
one thing, though, an' that is that he don't care a great deal
about yesilf. It's ther gold that he thinks your poor father
has got hid somewhere that he's after. There! I've said
too much, bedad!"
"No, yer ain't said too much, Mike. Do you know this fur
·
a fact?"
"Faith, I could not be after provin' it; it is only what I
\
think."
"Well, what makes you think it, Mike?"
She sat down in front of him as she said this and looked
him squarely in the eyes.
The Irishman shrugged his shoulders.
"I am not a man who would be after tellin' tales out of
_school, Mame," he said. "Just now I am loyal to Dan
Lifter, an' it is not fur me t~ tell tales about him."
"Mike, you like me pretty well, don't you?"
"Do I? Faith, I would do anything to get a smile from
·
ye, like I've seen ye give to Dan--"
"Step! Don't say that name!"
"Well, then, Poker Phil. Does that be after soundin' betc
ter ?"
"Mike, ·I don't like robbers an' outlaws an' sich like, an'
you know it!"
"An' I don't, either, me dar lint. But I'm in a position
that I can't git out of, unless I 111ns ther risk of havin' me
neck stretched. I never hurted any ma~ till this afternoon,
an' then I had to. I shot English Fred to kape him from
shootin' me."
"Did you kill him, Mike"?"
"Faith, I did."
"\Yell, that is good ri<)dai1<'e to },,id rubbish. I reckon, if
all I've heard say is true. Now, Mike, I'll ·tell you what I
want you to do."
"What is it, Mame?"
"I want you to bring the proofs to me that Poker Phil
thinks more of dadrly's gold than he does of me.''
"An' what then, Mame?"
"I'll hate him worse nor pizen, an' I'll love you!"
"It's a bargain, Mame!" and with that the Irishman stole
a kiss from h er and darted out of the cabin.
0

CHAPTER VII.
THE GAMBLER ROAD AGENT.

As Young Wild West entered the 1·oom ·where the game
of poker was in progress Poker Phil looked up in a startled
way.
"I guess you fellows don't object to our watching the
game, tlo you?" Wild asked, smiling at them in ·his cool and
easy way.
"Certainly not," answered Rube.
"Me no cam!" exclaimed Hop .Wah, looking at Wild as
though he <lid not know whether he was going to get hustled
out of the place or not.
"All right, Hop," our hero answered. "But if you lose
all the money you have got don't come around and ask me
for any before your month is up."
"Me no Josee money."
"Well, I hardly think you will lose much; you're too good
a poker player."
As Wild said this Poker Phil looked at the Chinaman
sharply.

But he said nothing.
It was :one of the miners' deal ' now, and the carl:ls were
dealt around fair and square.
As luck would have it, Hop got four deuces cold.
It was the be&t hand out when they commenced to draw,
and it proved to be afterward, though he was not aware
of it.
He got in a little over fifty dollars off the hand, and,
as might be supposed, he was in a very go·od humor.
The next hand R.1be won, but it was not a very large
amount.
Then it came the Chinaman's deal.
He shuffled the cards in a hurry, and in doing so dropped
several on the floor.
He picked them up and finally got the pack ready for
the" man on his right to cut, which was done.
With a smile that was child-like and bland, the Celestial
dealt. the cards around one at a time.
Each time he took one for himself he very deftly took it
from the bottom of the pack.
Wild, who was watching him sharply, took note of this
fact.
But it is doubt:t:ul, if any one else noticed it, so deftly was
it done.
Poker Phil certainly did not, for he was nervously watching our hem.
Somehow he felt very ill at ease, though the boy had
said nothing to make him that way.
Hop had managed to deal himself four aces.
He gave the others the. cards they called for, and when
it came his turn to bet he met the ten-dollar raise of the
miner next to him and r aised it fifty.
Poker Phil dropped out, but it happened that Rube had
a flush, and he raised it another fifty.
The next man dropped out, and then the miner who had
made the first raise lifted it another fifty.
He had four fives in his hand, and he was going to stick
to them, sink or swim.
Hop's face never changed a particle.
In fact, it was now entirely devoid of expression.
' "Me see bettee and makee fifty mote!" he observed. "Me
gottee putty good hand."
Rube took it for granted that he was bluffing, so he called
him.
The miner tossed his money in with · a look of disgust.
"I'll let it go at that," he said, "but I reckon ther pot is
mine. I've got four fives."
"Me gottee four aces !" piped Hop; "Chinaman takee
money!"
··~
He scooped it in with great alacrity.
"You're pretty lucky," observer! Poker Phil. as he took
the cards and proceeded to shuffle them. "You ought to
make a business of playing poker."
"Me no luckv allee timee," was the reply.
The gambler· was now desperate, and he meant to win _
the pot this time at all hazards.
He dealt the cards in a slick way and managed to give
one of the miners fom· queens, Hop four kings, while he
kept four aces for himself.
The betting started in and Rube and the other miner
dropped out..
Poker Phil evened up his cards and laid them on the
table before him while he filled and lighted his pipe.
Just then a l'at droppeo. from a hole in the ceiling and
went scampering across the floor.
"Dere go rattee!" cried Hop, jumping to his feet. "Whattee fine pie him makee!"
Of course, everybody turned to catch a look at the rat.
And in that brief interval Hop stole the five cards belonging to the gambler and left his own OJ\ the table in
their stead.
It was not every one who could haye done this.
But the Chinaman was a sort of sleight-of-hand performer, as it were, and it was quite easy for him.
Everybody in the room laug·hed at the remark he made
about the rat and then, as the rodent made his escape
through the barroom and reached the street, the game was
resumed.
Poker Phil thought he had everything his own way, and
when the miner and Hop both raised hi'm he met their bets
and gave it a lift of two hundred dollars.
The mjner hesitated, knowing that he was playing ,vith
a professional gambler, and concluded to drop out,. four
queens or no four queens. ../
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But Hop calmly met the two hundred dollar bet and
Then he brought the steed down to a walk and looked
raised it another two hundred.
cautiously about him.
It took nearly all the money he had to do this, but he
There was no one in sight, apparently, so he promptly
· managed to count it out and push it to the center of the turned into the bushes at the side of the trail and rode
board.
through a dry watercourse until he reached a flat bed of
"How much more have you got?" asked the gambler, as rock that extended to a precipice and then along a ·narrow
he met the amount.
ledg·e that was decidedly dangerous to travel upon for a
"Seven dollee," replied Hop.
distance of perhaps t en yards.
"Well, it will cost you ·that much to see my cards."
There was a split in the face of the cliff that towered
"Allee light! What you gottee ?"
high above him right here, and into this he went over the
Poker Phil turned his hand over and reached for the not. flintlike ground.
Then a look of blank ·dismay came over his face.
Straight into a cave the opening led, and when he got to
"I gottee four aces, allee samee as before!" cried the it he was met by a man wearing a mask.
Chinaman, and then he swept the money in his· lap with a
"Hello, Dan!" came the words. "Got back ther sam&
quick move.
day, hey?"
"You lie, you yellow-faced scoundrel!" exclaimed the gam"Yes," replied the gambler. ~'I changed my mind."
bler. "That hand belongs to me!"
"Did Rube find you?"
"Me no know!" said Hop, and then he looked appealingly
"Oh, yes!"
at the other players. _
r
''He told you what happened, I s'pose ?':
"Ther Chinee has got ther best hand," observed the miner,
"Yes."
who had dropped out of the hand. "There's. no gittin'
"Well, it wasn't Mike's fault."
over that. Your four kings ain't a hill of beans along"I believe that." /
side them four aces."
"He was compelled to shoot, Dan. Ther Englishman
fired
at him twice an' missed, an' was runnin' up to give
"Well, he changed the hands, somehow. I had the four
him another bullet, when he let go at him an' give him his
aces and he had the -four kings."
dose."
"Oh, no!" said Hop. "You make um biggee mistake."
"Where is Mike?"
"No, I am not making any mistake."
"Inside. They're all here, 'cept Rube."
"I should advise you the next time you play to keep your
Poker Phil walked into the cave and turned his horse
cards in your hand," remarked Young Vlild ,¥est, who
now was quite certain that Hop had changed the hands over to the masked man.
The cave was not entirely covered with a roof, but enough
when the rat made its appearance in the room.
"Well, I didn't, know I was playing ,vith a thief," re- . of it was covered to afford ample shelter from storms, and
it was large enough to contain a hundred men.
torted the gambler hotly. "I demand my money back."
l3ut there were only seven in it when the gambler got
By this time the Chinaman had transferred the money
in, and these were all members of the gang of road agents
to his pockets.
•
that had heen driven away from the stagecoach that day,
"Me win money: me keepee," he said.
"Sartin you'll keep it," spoke up the miner who had as might he supposed.
Poker Phil and Dan Lifter, the leader of the gang, were
made a remark before.
Then the gambler became so angry that he forgot about one and the same person.
Th:at accounted for the strange talk that had passed bewhat happened to him an hour or so before.
He whipped out his revolver and was going to force the tween him and the ~irl Who Owned the Gulch.
And the fact of the matter was that the villain really
money from the Chinaman at the point of it, •when Hop
cared nothing; for the girl, but was after the golq he was
verv quickly dropped beneath the table.
He was up again like a shot, however, and over went the pretty certain that the Puzzle of the Camp had hidden
table, throwing' Poker Phil to the floor with it and sending somewhere.
When Poker Phil, alias Dan Lifter, came to the cave,
revolver flying from his hand!
"Don't any one interfere with them !" cr1ed Young Wild Mike, the Irishman, had not been in long from his visit to
Mame.
,vest, in a ringing- voice.
Mike was not what might be called a villain.
It is hardl y prohable that any one intended to, unless it
He had heen going wrong, though, for some time.
might have been Rube, but when the command rang out
It was not until he became acquainted with the gambler
there was a scampering to g et out of the way.
•
in Denver that he did a wrong act. ·
Hop stood in the center of thE> room, a big six-shooter in
after he became deeply in the debt of the gambler,
his hand, and when Poker Phil got out from under the he Then,
agreed to join a band of outlaws and operate with them
table he found himself looking into the muzzle of it.
at the place called Glitter Gulch.
But thE> villain did n0t say a word.
So much for Mike!
He swallowed his wTath, and, brushing the dirt from his
He was deeply in love with Mame Winters, and was ready
clothing, ,vent out into the barroom.
to quit the gang if the girl said the word.
.
The> proprietor seemed much disturbed over what had hapWhen the leader of the road agents called him and quespene<l.
tioned him sharply about the fight with the Englishman,
"It ain't my fault. Phil," be said .
Mike told a straight story about it.
"I know it," was the reply. "It is my own fault. I didn't
Then he was told that he was not to blame.
know the Chinaman was a thief."
"But," said the gambler-road agent, "since you are so
"Want to p]av some morfl pokeE> ?" af<iked Hop innocently, good at shooting men, Mike,. I now appoint you to kill
as he poked his head through the doorway.
Young Wild West! I want it done· inside of twenty-four
The gambler made no reply.
hours, too. Then we will gobble up the gold that the Puzzle
He move<l for the door, and then the landlord called but: 0f the Camp has got hidden somewhere, and with the golden"Going, Phil?"
haired girl, \,·ho is said to be the sweetheart of Young Wild
"Yes," was the repl y. "If those parties come around to- West, I will leave for Denver. I will divide all the gold
night, tell them I have another engagement and can't be equally with you fellows first, as a matter of courss!"
here."
"All right."
Then the villain went out and called for his horse.
He noticed that Young Wild West and all the rest came
CHAPTER VIII.
out to see him off, and, breathing vengeance upon them,
WHAT MIKE SAW AND n1:Arm.
he mounted and rode away.
He <lirl not look behind until he came to the point where
The words of the leader of the road agents made quite
the trail passed the mouth of the gulch, and then he turned a ,;ensation among his men.
· and found that no one was looking that way.
"You are goin' to give up the business, Dan?" said one.
''Now for the cave," he mutterE>d. "I will find a way to
"I guess you would be willing to give it up if you got a
get square for what has happened to-ctay if I lose my life share of the gold the Puzzle of the Camp has hidden somefor it! Young Wild West has got to die!"
where oil his premises," was the reply. "I have an iden
Having come to thjs conclusion, he allowed his horse to that there is over a million dollars< worth."
go at a gallop until he reached the exact spot where the
"Whew!" came from all hands but Mike.
lioldup of the stagecoach h ad' occurred.
The Irishman was the most astounded one of the lot.

,
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Here was a~ open admission from Poker Phil of the very
thing he had promised to find out for Mame Winters.
He could scarcely believe his senses.
But he had a way of concealing his feelings pretty well,
so he joined with the others in asking questions of the
scheming scoundrel.
"How are you goin' to git hold of this gold that belongs
to the old Puzzle, Dan?" he queried, after a pause.
"Oh, leave that to me," was the reply. "I guess Mame is
sweet enough on me to tell me if I make all the arrangements to marry her. Why, the old man has already told me
that I would be one of the richest men in Colorado when I
became his son-in-law! That was when he was rational,
too. I'll get hold of the secret as to where it is hidden if
I have to have a marriage performed. But I don't want
the girl. I want the golden-haired girl who is at the tavern. She is the girl for me! I am what you call a desperate man now, boys! Young Wild \Vest is the fellow who
has made me so, too!"
Mike, the Irishman, now hated Dan Lifter!
But at the same time he was overjoyed at the prospect
of winning the hand of Mame Winters himself.
"I won't stick to this gang any longer than to stop ther
rascality they're up to," he thought. "Bedad! but this is
ther worst I have ever been afther hearin', so it is."
It was now near nightfall and the cook of the gang began to prepare the evening meal.
He walked over to the sort of natural fireplace to kindle
a fire, when suddenly a wild burst of laughter sounded
·
above them.
The next moment there was a rattling of stones and dirt
and then down came a human form from the opening above.
It was the Puzzle of the Camp!
He landed on all fours, and apparently was not hurt in
the least.
"Ha, ha, ha! He, he, he!"
The laugh that came from him was almost weird in
sound.
All the men but the leader of the road agents remained
perfectly silent and looked at the old man in an awesome
way.
The gambler sprang forward and seized him roughly by
the arm.
·
"W~at are you doing here?" he cried fiercely.
"Don't
yo11, know that you are not wanted around here?"
But he might as well have addressed a stone, for all the
effect it had upon the crazed man.
The Puzzle of the Camp had one of the spells on him
that his daughter had spoken of.
And when he was in that state he recognized no one.
He simply looked up at the opening he had fallen through
and then with a jerk tore himself from the grasp of Poker
Phil.
"He, he, he!" he giggled.
Then he started around the cave on a quick trot.
When he came to the opening he darted out, the masked
guard stepping aside for him.
.
The peculiar laugh sounded in the distance, and then all
was still.
"Confound the crazy o1d fool!" exclaimed the leader of
the band. "I wonder how he got up there, anyhow? I had
an idea that nothing short of a goat could get up there. If
a man can climb up there and 16ok down on us, we are not
safe here, anyhow. I guess it will be a wise move to get
~ut of here."
Mike nodded.
"I think so, too," he said. "If we keep up ther game of
holdin' llP stagecoaches an' the like, we'll be after gittin'
shot or hanged."
"Well, if there's enough gold in ther pile that ther crazy
old Puzzle has got to make it interestin' fur us, it will be
all right to disband," observed one of the gang.
"There will be enough of it, I'll bet on that!" declared
Dan Lifter. "I'll pay a visit to the cabin to-night, and it
may be that I \.Viii find where it is before I get back. Mike,
you can take a trip to the camp to-nig-ht and see what you
can do toward putting Young Wild West out of the way.
The minute you give me proof that he is dead, I'll turn over
a thousand dollars to you. How does that strike you ? "
"All right," answered the Irishman; but he did not mean
!t when he said it.
•
Mike was playing a game now, and he was just the one
:o go through with it.
Half an hour later the villain with two names fixed him-

self up in a killing fashion to go and call upon the girl he
was deceiving.
l\like got ready to go out, too.
But he had no more idea of going to the mining camp
than he had of fl:ving.
He meant to follow the villainous young man who was
working the foul scheme.
Just as they were ready to go, Rube came in.
The leader then told him what was up, and he fell right
in with him.
"I don't like this robbing business, anyway, to tell the
truth," he said.
"Well, then, here is a good chance to get out of it," answered Dari Lifter. "I am going to divide that gold equally
among us. But then we part, for I am going to take that
girl of Young Wild West's away to be my bride."
"That. will be the toughest job of all," remarked Rube.
. "Oh, I hardly think so! If you fellows will give me a
little help, which I suppose you will, it won't be so hard.
With Young Wild West out of the way, a decoy note will
bring her just where we want her. Then the rest will be
easy."
"How about the · girl who has the name of owning the
gulch?"
'
"Oh, she can commit suicide over her love for me, if she
likes. I don't care what becomes of her. It is the gold
that is hidden on her father's property that I am after;
not her."
Mike had to bite his lips to keep from saying something.
He felt like giving the villain a talking to, and then
seiz ing him by the throat.
But he kept perfectly still.
He went ont with the gambler, and they parted company
after they got over the ledge.
Poker Dan made a short cut for the cabin in the gulch.
Mike started after him.
"There'll be one more dead scoundrel that I've got to
answer for if he don't look out how he trates Mame tonight, bedad !" he exclaimed, between his clenched teeth.
He followed the man like a shadow, and when the gambler sought admittance to the cabin he was but a few yard.;
distant watching from behind a tree.
Mame opened the door in answer to the knock.
"Who is there?" she said, peering out in the darkness.
"Ph.ii, your own true lover," ,\·as the reply.
Mike grated his teeth.
He could not hear what the reply to this was, but he ~ ,~ ·.v
the villain go inside, and then the door was shut.
A minllte later the Irishman was at the wi ndow at the
end of the cabin nearest the steep side of the gulch.
He felt a trifle guilty as he peered in, but he felt that it
was necessary that he should do it.
The leader of the road agents had takE n his se:1t on a
stool near the fireplace and was preparing to make himself
comfortable.
Mame was bustling aboui making the room tidy, a cheerful look on her face.
"Where is daddy?" Mike heard the gambler say.
"Asleep in the attic," was the reply. "He jest got in
about ten minutes ago. Ther spell is workin' off him, an'
when he wakes up he'll be all right."
"It is too bad he has such spells."
"Yes; I wish I could git him to a real doctor. Somethin'
might be done fur him. Every time he gits a sight of his
gold he goes off into one of them spells."
1
"Well, when we get married, Mame, I'll see to it that he
gets a good doctor to examine him and prescribe for him."
"How do you know I want to git married to yer, Phil?"
The heart of the listening Irishman gave a jump as he
heard this.
"How do I know it? Vl7hy, haven't you told me you wanted to marry me?"
·
"Yes, I might have told you that; but it may be that I've
changed my mind."
"Oh, I guess you haven't changed your mind, Mame."
"You don't know about that," and the girl acted as though
she meant it. "If I thought you thought more of any other
girl than you do of me, I would change my mind putty
quick."
'
Poker Phil laughed, but it was a forced one, and the girl
knew it.
·
"I heard to-day that you didn't care anything about me,
but it was daddy's gold you was after," went on Mame,
warming right up to business.'
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"Boys," said he to his partners, "that was quite a game
Hop Wah worked on those fellows. It couldn't have hit
any one better than that fellow."
"That's right," nodded Cheyenne Charlie. "He thought
he was goin' to have it all his own way, I reckon. Ther
feller next to him was his partner in ther game, an' it wasl
their idea to clean out Hop an' ther miners."
"That Chinaman can't very easily be beat," commented
'
Jim Dart.
They stood on the stoop watching the receding form of
the gambler, but as Rube came out just then, they turned
and sat down °'1 a bench near by.
Rube came up near them and opened up a conversation.
"Does that Chinaman work for you?" he asked, looking
·
at oui· hero.
"Yes," was the reply. "He and his brother are in our
employ. 1 They do the cooking and other work around our
house in Weston generally, but sometimes we take them
with us on a trip."
"You go around on trips, then?"
"Oh, yes!"
"Well, this is a rather· peculiar town for you to come to,
is it not?"
"Oh, I don't know. We are liable to strike all kinds of
places. It don't really make any difference what kind of a
town it is, you know. If a fellow owns property in it, he is
apt to want to see it once in a while."
"Then you own property here?" said Rube, who really
was of a very inquisitive nature.
"Yes, we came by a piece of land here in a trade. It is
around here somewhere, but we thought we wouldn't bother
with it until to-morrow."
"Who was ther man yer got ther land from, if you don't
mind tellin' ?" spoke up the landlord, who was listening to
the conversation.
"Tom Ury is his name."
"I thought as how it mighter been him. He's about thcr
only one what's got disgusted an' left ther camp. Ther
property adjines that which ther Puzzle of ther Camp owns, '
an' it's half a mile down ther gulch."
"Is that so?" Wild asked, becoming int&rested at the
mention of the old man's name. "Well, we'll take a look at j
it to-morrow morning-that is, if the Puzzle will allow us
to."
"Oh, he's puffectly harmless," declared the landlord. "He's !
sorter uncanny-like, though, when he gits them spells on
him. His darter is curious, too. She's got it in her head
that she owns ther whole gulch, an' that if she says ther
word everybody's got ter pick up their duds an' traps an' I
vamoose. She might find a little fault with yer if you take
possession to ther ground that's next to her."
"Well, I hardly think we will have any trouble with the
Girl Who Owns the Gulch," said Wild. "The ~Id man will
probably try to make it a little unpleasant for us at first,
but we'll be nice to him, and he'll soon drop in all right."
The day was pretty well done by this time.
The sun was sinking in the west and the miners were
returning from their work.
As a light began to twinkle here and there in the shanties
Rube said he guessed he'd go, and he mounted his horse
and rode away.
He had scarcely done so when Wild called out for' one of
the Chinamen to bring Spitfire to him.
Wing Wah heard him and he hurriedly obeyed.
"Boys," said Wild, "I guess I'll go and see how that land
in the gulch looks by twil'ight. I won't be gone very long,
The landlord will se to it that my supper is kept warm,
I guess."
"You bet I will!" exclaimed the proprietor.
Young Wild West had an idea that both Poker Phil and
Rube belonged to the gang of road agents, and he was
going to try and find out.
He had heard one of the miners say that there was going
to be a meeting held that night to take action on the holding
up of the stagecoach and the killing of the guard, but ·he
was not going to wait and see what was done at the meeting.
When he once had a suspfoion he was never satisfied until
he had proved it to be right or wrong.
CHAPTER IX.
Wild mounted his horse and started after Rube.
WILD LEARNS A WHOLE LOT.
He knew by the looks of the latter's horse that he could
Young Wild West was quite well satisfied that the man soon overtake him.
But he did not want to do this; he simply wanted to get
called Rube was a companion of the gambler.
So when Poker Phil rode away he determined to keep an close enough to him to see where he went.
That he was not going very far he felt quite sure.
t
eye on Rube and see what he would do.

"You heard that?" the villain cried, jumping to his feet.
"Who told you that, Mame?"
"Never mind. I believe it is true."
"Well, I say it is not true! Just tell me the person who
told you that lie, and I'll kill him stone dead."
"Like yer did Y9ung Wild West to-day."
She was getting real tantalizing now, and the young man
squirmed under it.
"Mame," said he, swallowing his anger, "I believe you
have fallen in love with this young Wild West."
"Oh, no, I ain't. But I be}ieve you've gone an' fell in
love with his sweetheart."
'
This staggered the villain.
He sat down on the bench again and proceeded to fill and
.
light his pipe.
"Mame," said he, changing the subject, "I want to ask
you something."
"What is it?" she replied.
"Where does daddy keep his gold ? "
The question surprised her somewhat, and before she
knew it she cast a furtive glance at the corner of the room
where the secret door was.
Both the gambler and the watching Mike saw the glance
.
•
and knew what it meant.
Mike was getting desperate.
"Oh, why was I after bein' such a fool as to allow myself
to be led off by him!" he muttered between his clenched
.
teeth. "But I'll make amends for it, so I will!"
"What do you w'aflt to know that for, Phil?" the girl
asked.
"Well, he told me that I would be one of the richest men
in the state when I married you. I want to marry you as
soon as possible, and that is why I ask you where he keeps
the gold."
"Well, I ' reckon it'll be after we're married afore you
find out anything about daddy's gold."
"Oh, well, if you're afraid to tell me, I don't care. It
isn't likely I wouid steal it, is it?"
"I don't know about that. Stealin' is your business."
"See here, Mame, I didn't come here to quarrel with
.
you."
"Well, git out as soon as you hke, then. I ain't in a good
humor to-night."
Dan Lifter laughed and got up again.
He walked over to the corner of the room he had seen
her glance at in such a peculiar way, and began feeling
around.
"What are yer doin' there?" she cried angrily.
"Nothing. I thought there might be a closet here."
"Well, what if there is?"
"Oh if there is I would Jike to take a look in it."
Som'ehow the short piece of log could not have been
placed just right, for suddenly it came out and dropped to
the floor with a bang.
The girl gave a startled scream and sprang toward the
· b
. ·
villain.
"What are ver tryin' to do?" she cried, se1zmg him Y
_
yer?"
will
alone,
things
"Let
·
the shoulders.
Just then there was a noise overhead and then down came
.
.
the Puzzle of the Camp.
One glance and he saw the opening m the corner.
With a snarl like that of an angry wolf, he sprang upon
,,
.
the gambler.
"He's tryin' to steal our gold, 1s he? he shouted savagely. "Well, he's got ter die, then!"_
The infuriated old man let go with one hand to grasp
the knife that was in his belt, and then with a mighty effort
•
the villain tore himself loose.
With a single bound he reached the door, and then out
into the darkness of the night he ran.
"Run ye hound!" exclaimed the watching Iris.h man under his 'breath. "It is feel like killin' that I do!"
Then he turned from the window and sat down on the
ground for a few minutes, after -..vhich he got up and
,
knocked at the door.
"I've come to tell ye what ye wanted to know, me darlint," he said, as the Girl Who Owned the Gulch faced him.
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' the slightest sound ahead of Two lanterns illumined the scene where they were, but it
. His ears strained to catch
was pretty dark at the entrance.
him, the boy let the sorrel stallion gallop on.
Wild crept in the moment he saw he had a chance to do
He had not covered -more than a quarter of a mile when
he heard the unmistakable sound of horse's hoofs ahead so, and then getting close to the wall of the cave, moved
around nearer to the men.
of him.
The sides of the cave were so irregular in formation -that
Wild at once slackened speed.
for him to hi'de from view, and
"If he is expecting to be followed and has ears as good there were lots of places
listen and look
as mine, he has heard me," he thought. "But I'll take the when he found a good one he settled down to
at what was going on.
chances on it, I guess."
He saw that only one of the men wore a mask, and he
It was now quite dark, and a moment later when our
guard.
hero came upon a stretch of road he caught a fleeting realized that he was the one who was on
This man handed a bottle back to Rube, with the reglimpse of a horse and rider.
mark:
That it was Rube he was certain.
"Well, what do yer think of thcr new arrangement Dan
Then he did not attempt to get any nearer, but got his
.
is up to?"
horse g~ing in about the same gait as the other.
"Oh, it's all right, as I said to him just before he went
In this way the place where the holdup occurred was
out," was the reply. "I would fe el a good deal easier if I
finally reached.
And then our hero was just lucky enough to see the horse- was out of this road ag-ent business."
"Yes, that's so. But I mean what do yer think about his
man turn from the trail!
Camp has
There w_as a solita1-y cedar right there, so it was not diffi- gittin' ther pile of gold-dust thsr Puzzle of ther
got, an' then slidin' off to Denver with that red-headed gal
cult for him to locate the exact spot.
that's with Young Wild West over at ther tavern?"
He djsmounted quickly and led his horse along the trail.
"Well, to tell the truth, I think that will be a bad move."
Pausmg, he heard the slow, measured beats made by the
"Thtt's jest what I think."
hoofs of a horse walking.
"An' I reckon we all·think about that way," spoke up one
"Ah!" he exclaimed softly to himself. "Now, I guess I
of the others. "Rube, jest let me have a sup at that bottle.
am going to find out something."
. He walked over to the cedar, and then leading his horse I ain't had none yet."
The bottle was passed to the speaker, and then the guard
m the bushes o~ the ?ide oppo~;ite to where Rube had gone,
resumed:
he h1:1ng the bridle-rem over h1s head and left him there.
"Mike has got ther worst job of all, though. H e's been
. Spitfire would stay. right there a reasonable length of
ordered to make short work of Young Wild West."
time unless he was disturbed.
Our hero could not suppress a smile when he heard this.
Young Wild West knew that.
There were just six of the villains ther e, and he felt conHe was going to take the chances of following the man
fident that he could make short work of them if he took a
on foot.
notion.
And he was not long in getting on the trail.
But he was not going to do an ything just then.
A deep s~illness reigned on the mountain-side, and about
Their conversation implied that the leader of the band
hoofs
the
the only thH\g he· could hear was the clicking of
had just gone out.
of the horse that had turned into the bushes.
He was simply going to learn all he could, and then he
Wild hurried along: no!selessly, rapidly getting nearer.
would find a way to bring them to the round turn when he
Suddenly he cam_e m sight of both the horse and rider.
. The latter had dismounted, ano was in the act of leading felt like doing so.
He listened and the men kept on talking until finally he
his steed to the ledge.
agent.
It was t?o dark for Wild to make out that it was a ledge, knew all that had been planned by the gambler-road
It struck him that it would be a good idea to get out of
but he quickly drew near enough to see it.
And before Rube was over the dangerous place he had the place a:od go and find the man called Mike, so he could
have a good chance to kill him . .
started at the commencement of it.
The guard was still with the others, as the bottle was not
The boy felt elated.
So far, it had been a very easy thing to track the man quite empty yet.
Wild cautiously made his way for the entrance.
And the fact that he w_as g<?in'7 to such an out-of-the-way
He got there just as the guard started to C?me over and
and dangerous place plarnly indicated that he belonged to
sit on the block of wood he had for a seat right near the
the gang of road agents.
•
.
.
Wild wa_s so used to meeting such men that it was quite opening.
Our hero managed to get out without bemg detected.
easy for him to figure out what they were by the way they
"They are a rather dumb lot," he mused. "Vvhy, they
•
acted.
He kept his revolver in his hand as he made his way couldn't keep their game working very long, not if there
of sharpness in
along the ledge, and when he came to the split in the rock was any one arou11d who had the least bithave
got, but the
him. It is a very neat hiding-place they
he paused and listened.
going.
The low tones _of two · men talking came to his ears, and members of the band are too careless in corning and
will
then _he was positive that he had made no mistake in his I'll guarantee that by this time to-morrow night there they
be· no gang of road a~ents here; and D~n Lif~~r, as.
figunng.
be on his way to Denve}' with Arietta, either.
He moved along through the opening, and just as the call him, won't
apt to be in the care of the camp undertaker, I
voices ceased he found a little crevice that was just large He is more
,
think!"
enough for him to squeeze in.
Once out and over the dangerous ledge, Wild started on
"I'll just wait here a few minutes," he thought. "It
horse.
his
for
•von't ~o to try_ to get in that cave right away; the man on a run
He soon reached the spot where he had left him and found
guard is too wide-awake now."
waiting patiently.
He waited there about five minutes, and was just think- him
"Now, Spitfire, old boy!" he said, as he patte<l the aniing of coming out ,,·hen he heard foots teps.
glossy neck, "we'll• t ake a t\·ip t? the home of the
The next minute the form s of two men loomed up mal's
Puzzle of the Camp and see what is going on there."
through the darkness.
He mounted and rode back to the mouth of the gulch in
They were Poker Phil and Mike.
Wild did not recognize the gambler as he passed, for he a hurry.
Then he rode up it until he saw the light shining from a
had no chance to see either of their faces.
cabin window not far ahead.
It was too dark for that.
It was just at this very moment that the door opened and
He let them go on, and as soon as their footsteps had Poker
I'hil came dashing out to escape the fury of the
died out he came out of the niche and moved softly to the Puzzle
of the Camp.
entrance to the cave.
As he reached it, he heard some one walking · away, as
•
though leaving the place.
CHAPTER X.
He took his chances on it that it was the man who had
WILD'S PECULIAR ADVENTURE.
been on guard and slid through the opening.
"Well, if I was ever in luck, I surely am to-night!" Young
He happened there in a lucky time, for the fellow who
run out of the log
was on duty at the entrance had started back where th P Wild West exclaimed, as he saw the manupon
it.
rest of the gang was to get a drink from the bottle Rube cabin as though his very life depended
He dismounted as quick as a flash, and. leavinl!: his horse
had brought with him.
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a go?d chan~e ahead of you, and if you will promise
standing near a clump of bushes, ran to see where the fellow haveone
t hmg, I will help you to be a man!"
me
went.
Wi_ld West, I will do anything you say!" an"Young
on
hill
the
climbing
him
of
glimpse
a
catch
He managed to
Inshman fervently.
the
sw;~red
of
plan
a
of
think
to
paused
he
as
then,
the left and
you go from here I want you to go
action, he suddenly saw another man come around the cor- . All right. When
and tell Poker Phil, or Dan Lifter.
cave
the
to.
back
right
door.
the
ner of the cabin and approach
couldn't get a chance at me to."
you
that
him,
call
you
a~
boy
the
gulch,
the
in
place
taking
was
what
Mystified at
. Don't let on but that
to-morrow
so
do
to
hope
but.
mght,
moved up closer.
gang Will you do
villainous
his
and
him
to
loyal
are
you
the
when
said
man
the
what
hear
to
He was near enough
·
that?"
s.
Winter
Mame
door was opened by
"
!
bedad
it,
for
die
~
if
it
do
I'll
sir!
es,
start
the
saw
he
so
light,
the
in
right
She was standing
Very. well,. then.,, I will see you some time to-morrow.
she gave, and when she invited the man to come in, he
Now, Miss Wm~ers, and he turned to the girl, "I warit to
shook his head.
was at the window and heard what
"What have I run against?" he asked hims!!lf. "If that tel_! you somethm~: I you
~bout the scoundrel you seem to
tellmg
was_
man
this_
n<?t
was
gun
a
from
shot
a
like
out
fellow who just came
he told you is the truth. I
~verrthmg
,tith.
l~ve
m
be
this
is
o
wh
But
mistaken!
much
very
am
Poker Phil, I
and he simply means to
over,
all
it
talkmg
men
his
heard
time
wasting
in
use
no
is
There
out.
man? I must find
out for Denver with
strike
then
and
er
fath
your
and
you
rob
it."
over
speculating
he will never carry
that
assured
rest
But
.
s"Yeetheart!
my
to
noisel('ssly
hun-:ied
he
conclusion,
this
to
come
Having
sun sets he will
another
before
for
d~signs,
foul_
his
o~t
the cabin.
on the ground
lie
or
rope
a
of
end
t~e
at
swmgmg
be
either
little
the
through
look
a
take
to
hii:rt
for
_It wa,.s necess~ry
heart!"
his
through
bullet
a
with
so.
do
to
te
hesita
wmdow~ so he did not
The Gir_l Who Owned the Gulch made no reply to this
Standing in a corner of the room, he beheld the Puzzle of
catchmg the old_ man by the arm, held fast to him as
but,
wrinkled
his
on
concern
deep
of
expression
an
the Camp,
she was afraid they were going to be parted
though
he
man
the
and
daughter
his
was
center
the
fa ce, while in
get excited over it, please," went on Wild.· "You
"Don't
before.
minute
a
cabin
had seen enter the
a deep love f_or Poker Phil,_ and possibly you may
ha:"e
may
cabin.
the
reached
West
Wild
Young
Just at this time
you love him. But, be it as it may, he is a
thmk
only
of
door
the
to
around
walked
he
hesitation,
Without any
any man who sends a man out to kill me and
and
scoundrel,
knock.
a
gave
the cabin and
plans to steal iny sweetheart and make her
tim~
S!!-~e
the
a~
door.
the
opened
she
as
Mame,
cried
"Who's there?"
need expect no mercy from me "
bride,
unwillmg
his
West."
"Young Wild
·wild West! Shoot ther piz~n wolf'
Young
ahead,
"Go
wide.
opened
/
Then the door
ahead of yer, that's all! I'm out
git
don't
I
out
look
But
West!"
•
Wild
Young
"Come in,
an' don't let anybody forgit
minute,
this
from
blood,
fur
in.
walked
Wild
it!"
with
him
to
over
ran
and
feet
his
to
The old man sprang
As t_h e girl said this she stepped over to Mike and took
outstretched hand.
his hands.
both
exhe
West!"
vVild
Young
welcome,
"I r eckon you're
"I ~elieve I do _think more of you than I ever did of that
claimed. "I.like yer, my boy."
"Kiss me Mike"
This was a little surprising, but our hero did not show varmmt!" she said rather softly. told
him to do ~nd right
The Irishman did just what she
that h e f elt anything of the kind.
'
"I am glad to hear you talk that way, Mr. ·winters," he before her father and Young Wild West. good man!" he
a
be
an'
Ye
t~
~tick
alwa;rs
1'!1.
man
!>wear
a
"l
from
bought
I
which
claim
a
that
said. "I found
excl~1med, raismg his right hand and looking up in a dra-'
named Tom Ury is right next to your land here, so I mabc
way.
thought I would come over and have a talk with you about
"Excuse me," said Wild. "I am going now. I will see
it."
Both the old man and the girl gave a start when they you to-morrow."
He was out and gone before they hardly knew it.
heard this.
Somehow our hero felt in a very happy frame of mind as
hidden
the
where
corner
the
to
turned
Then their eyes
left the cabin.
he
located.
door was
'J:'.he events of the evening had been a little out of the
Mike guessed what their glances meant, but our hero did
ordmary, but he was more than glad that he had followed
no t know what was there.
"All ri ght," answered the Puzzle of the Camp, in a per- the man called Rube.
He went back to his horse, mounted and rode for the
f ectly rational way. "I r eckon if ther land is yours, you've
tavern.
got a right t er take possession of it."
"I suppose they will think l have got in some kind of
"That's right, Young Wild West," spoke up Mame . . "But
"Well, I will
you wanter understand that I'm ther girl who owns the1· trouble by ~y s~aying so long," he mused. Won't
Arietta
soon set . then- mmds at rest on that score.
gulch, a n' you've got to git my permission first."
be surprised when_ she Jea1:ns what I have been through!"
"vVell, I g uess we won't quarrel about that part of it."
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were just getting ready
"My cabin is built n ght onto ther line that divides ther
two properti es," said the Puzzle, shaking his head as though to go out and look for him when he got back.
"Whoopee!'' cried the scout. "Here he is now, Jim!
he was a lit tl e wonied over something. "It mought be
that we've ti·espas:::ed on yer somewhat, an' if we have 1 Where m thunder have you been so long, Wild?"
"Oh, I have been around the vicinity of Glitter Gulch
hope ye r will give us time to git off."
the reply. "How about
"You shall h:ive all the time you want, so don't worry learning how the land lies," wa.s
that supper? Did the landlord keep it hot for me?"
aLout t hat," unswered, our hero.
"I guess so," repli~d Ji~. "l. heard him say that they
"There, l\rame ! It'll be all right, an' I know it will!"
would be ready to broil a· ln g venison steak two inches thick
"Ye:;, daddy; I reckon it will. "
Wild now turned to the Irishman, who was standing in for you the moment you showed up."
"An', by jingo! Here she goes !;' exclaimed the landlord
silence.
'
" How ni-e you, my fri end? " he said, putting out his ·hand. who saw the boy as he di :;mountecl and quickly disappeared
"I'm glad to sl:ake hands with the likes of ye, Young inside the tavern.
Arietta was very anxious to see Wild, and as he went out
Wild Wes t !'' wa:;, t he qu ick r eply, a nJ then their hands met
to wash and comb his hair she ran to him.
in a good grip.
"\Vhere have yctu been, Wild?" she asked.
"So you are the man who was sent out to kill me, are
"Well, 1 just came from the cabin of the Puzzle of the
you?"
·
Cullip," he answered.
.Mike gave a Yiolent start.
"\Vhat were you doing there ?"
··Ho,\· dil; ye find that out "?" he gasped.
"Oh, I went to the headquarters of the road agents first,
"Ol~ , I just came fro n, the headquarters of the road
and, finding that the leader of them had gone there, I
a gent s. I heard all about it there."
"You what?" cried l\like, sta rting back, his eyes bulging. thought I had better go over and have a talk with him."
"Did you meet him?"
"That's rig-ht, my friend. I just came from the cave,
"No; but I had quite a pleasant time there."
though none of them saw me thei·e. I was there when you
"Tell me all about it."
and Poker Phil came out-I \vas right at the entrance. I
"Well, just wait till I have swallowed my supper, and
want to tell you something now: I believe you are a pretty
It is a m.i.11:ht.Y
£"OOd sort of a fellow and that you mean to do right. You then I will tell you all just what happened.

:?

'
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queer adventure that I had, though there was not the least
bit of danger attached to it."
\
Arietta said no more.
She knew he was hungry, and she was not the one to
make him wait for his supper.
Ten minutes later our hero was seated before a steaming
meal.
.
His partne:·s and the girls took seats around the table and
waited for him to begin his story.
Pretty soon hP. ,;tarted in and told them all about what
had happened.
They were very much surprised, as a matter of course.
"Jest what I thought!" declared Cheyenne Charlie. "Poker
Phil an' Dan Lifter is one an' ther same measly coyote."
After supper Wild answered their questions and gave
· them all the additional information he could.
The girls were very much interested in the love affairs
of Mame Winters, and were anxious to see them straightened out.
CHAPTER XI.
WILD IS HANGED.

It was pretty close to midnight when Mike left the cabin
of the Puzzle of the Camp.
But when he did go, he had had a full understanding
with Mame, and he was a very happy young man.
He wended his way toward the secret hiding-place of the
road agents, resolved to carry out Young Wild West's instructions to the very letter.
The guard challenged him and let him in when he got
there, and as soon as he told who he was he was admitted.
All the members of the band were there, but they were
asleep.
Mike did not wake them, but turned in on his blanket
and went to sleep also, but not until an hour or so had been
spent in some very deep thinking.
It was over an hour after daylight the following morning
that he was aroused by the leader of the band.
"Wake up, Mike!" called out the villain. "I just found
that you were here."
"Eh!" exclaimed the Irishman, who really hardly knew
where he was. "ls that you, Young Wild West?"
"No, it isn't Young Wild West; it is Dan Lifter. How
did you make out last night?"
"Not very good."
Mike was himself now, and he hurriedly got upon his
feet.
"Not very good, eh? How is that?"
"Well, I didn't have no chance, bedad!"
"He got the drop on you, I suppose ? "
"He was watchin' me all the time, and I knew if I tried
to do anything I would have been done for in no time, bedad."
'·Ah, I see! Well,. if you don't finish him up in twelve
hours from now you and I will have a falling out. Do you
hear what I say, Mike?"
"I hear ye, Dan."
"Well, are you going to try your level best?"
''I'll do my level best to settle things by to-night, Dan."
"Good! Now, then, get your breakfast. It is waiting
for you."
Mike got up and took' a wash, after which he sat down
and ate the breakfast the cook had prepared.
"This will be after bein' my last meal here with this
crowd, I guess," he thought.
"How did you make out last night, Dan?" he asked, as
h~ arose and lighted his pipe. "Did you find where the
gold is after bein' ? "
"Yes; I know ' pretty well where it is," was the reply.
"There is only one way to get it, and that is to go there
and take possession of the cabin. The gold is there, and it
has got to be hunted for. I know it is there!"
"Did Mame Winters tell ye?"
"Never mind how I got my information! Now, what I
want you to do is to go over to the tavern and watch your
chance to drop Young Wild West. The rest of us will go
to the cabin and hunt for the gold. I have made up my
mind that we are going to have it if we have to wipe out
both the Puzzle of the Camp and his daughter."
"I see. When are ye goin' to do this, Dan?"
"Right away. The quicker the better."
"All ril!"ht. then. I'll be off rig·ht away."

The man breathed a sigh of relief when he led his horse
out of the cave to the ledge.
"Good-by, ye murderin' spalpeens!" he exclaimed under
his breath. "I'm glad to be away from ye! Oh, why did I
ever mix up with the loikes of ye, anyhow? But I s'pose if
I hadn't I would never have been after meetin' purty Mame
Winters. I tis all for the best! Good-by!"
Once off the ledge, he mounted his horse and rode direct
to the tavern.
Mike had never been there much, so he was nearly a
stranger to the landlord.
"ls Young Wild West anywhere about?" he asked.
"Yes," was the reply. "He's inside."
"I'd like to see him."
"Who shall I tell him wants ter see him?"
"Jest tell him Mike's come over to finish the job, bedad!"
"All right."
.
}Je went in and called Wild, who at once came outf followed by Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart.
"Ah! Good-morning, Mike!" our hero exclaimed, shaking
hands with him. "What's new?"
"Everything is all right, bedad! I've come over to have
a talk with the loikes of ye."
"Very well; come right inside, then."
Wild led the way into the room he occupied with his partners, and then bade Mike to sit down and tell what he had
to say.
The Irishman told everything there was to tell.
"Well, boys, I guess we had better go over and see to
these fellows," our hero said. "Just get your horses ready
and we will ride around and surprise them when they reach
the cabin."
Charlie and Jim were delighted at the prospect of a
scrimmage with the road agents.
A committee of ten men from the gulch had started out
early that morning to hunt down the villains who had held
up the stagecoach and shot and killed Dave Skidmore, the
guard, but it was very doubtful if they would run across
the villains, since they had no clew to their whereabouts
with which to work upon.
In a few minutes our three friends had their horses
ready.
The next minute Wild and his partners rode off.
The proprietor of the tavern and three or four miners
lounging about did not know what was up, but they had an
idea that something was going to happen.
Mike rode on ahead, as Wild told him that was the best
thing he could do.
Instead of going up the gulch, he rode up the hill at the
side of it nearest the cave of the road agents.
It struck him that he could get a better view of the men
when they started down to visit the cabin.
But what was the man's surprise when he had covered a
couple of hundred yards to run right into the gang!
They were dismounted and evidently waiting for something.
"Hello!" cried Dan Lifter. "Did yo~ have any luck,
Mike?"
"Young Wild West and his partners are after comin'
this way now!" answered Mike, not knowing what else to
say.
"The dickens you say!"
"They are goin' to have a look at some property that is
after belongin' to them. It is right next to ther cabin of
the Puzzle of the Camp."
Meanwhile our hero had told his two partners to ride on
up the gulch, while he followed Mike.
He thought it might be that the man knew where the
villains would be apt to be.
He was riding along on the lookout for Mike, when suddenly a· lariat dropped over his body and he was jerked
from the saddle.
Before he could recover himself, half a dozen men leaped
upon him.
"Ah!" he exclaimed, as he recognized one of them as the
Irishman. "You--"
"Shut up!" exclaimed Dan Lifter. "Young Wild West,
1
you have got to die!"
"Leave him to me, Dan," spoke up Mike. "You said I
was the one who was to kill him."
,
"All right, then. You shall be the one to do it. Hang
him from the bluff here, so he can be seen by any one who
passes through the gulch. But wait till we help you to
tie him so he can't have the least chance to escape."
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At first Wild thought Mike had been playing him false;
but now he knew better.
He could tell that the man meant to save him.
The villains quickly disarmed and bound him in a secure
manner.
"Now, then," said the gambler, "put the lariat around
the neck of Young Wild West and drop him over the cliff,
Mike!"
"All right," answered the Irishman.
The villains turned to go away, but suddenly the leader
halted.
"Go ahead and let him over before we go."
Wild was bound with the lariat, the last place being about
the legs.
The rest of the lariat lay coiled on the ground beside
him.
"Go ahead and let me down as I am," he whispered.
"They won't know the difference. As soon as they are gone
you can haul me up again."
The distance to the edge of the cliff was not more than a
dozen feet from w];iere the boy lay on the ground.
Mike was pretty quick-witted.
Near him was a tree, and to this he fastened the end of
the rope.
Then he made a pretext of putting a noose about the neck
of the helpless boy, and while the villains stood watching
him a dozen feet away, he dragged him to the edge.
"I'd better leave him go over easy, eh, Dan?" he said.
"He will be all ther. longer dyin' for it."
"Any way to suit yourself," was the reply.
"All right! Here goes Young Wild West!"
With that he rolled Wild over the cliff, letting him go as
gently as he dared.
He paid out on the rope until it was all taken up and
then arose to his feet.
Mike was just going to follow his former companions
when the leader took a notion to come back and look over
to see how the hanging boy showed up.
"I'll just see how he takes it," remarked, as he leaned
·
over.
Much to his surprise, he saw that Young Wild West was
hanging head down!"
But that was not ,ill!
There was a confident smile on his face.
"~ ou dog Jf an Irishman!" cried the villain, springing
Is that the way they hang men in your counto his feet.
try?"
"What's the matter, Dan?" asked Mike, trying hard to
appear surpri:,ed.
"Why, he is hanging by liis ankles, and he is smiling a~
though it is all a joke!"
"Bedad! It might be a joke for all ye know, Dan."
"What do you mean? Again I ask you-is that the way
they hang men in Ireland ? "
"No; but it is the way I hang boys in America."
"Well, you haul him up and put the rope around his neck,
do you hear!"
Still the villain was not aware that the Irishman was
playing him false.
One of the road agents seized the rope to pull the boy
up.
"Hold on!" interposed the gambler-road agent. "It is
Mike's job. Let him finish it in the proper way, or he and
I will have a falling out right now!"
"It won't hurt him to hang that way for a bit, will it?"
queried Mike.
This remark seemed to strike the men as being well
placed.
"Well, I don't know as it will," the leader admitted.
"It is only a little mistake I was after makin'."
"Well, go ahead and rectify th.e mistake. I am anxious
•
to see Young Wild West dead."
The Irishman cast a look around, hoping that Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart would appear on the scene.
But there was no one in sight.
He did not _intend _to haul Wild up while they we;re there,
and he knew 1f he did not they would be apt to do it themselves.
it was a tight place the man was in.
Finally he became desperate.
"I'll shoot him!" he cried.
Then he bent over the edge of the cliff and began firing
his revolver-, in the hopes of attracting the attention of
Wild's partners.
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But Dan Lifter leaned over almost at the same time anc
saw that he was not shooting at the boy at all.
The villain sprang to his feet and drew his revolver.
"I understand it all!" he cried. "You are trying to trid
us! Mike, you are going to die for this! I will--"
Just then Mike's fist caught him a blow dn the jaw and
down he went to the ground.
At the same moment a rif;le cracked from below and one
of the road agents dropped dead, the rest fleeing for their
lives!
CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSION.

Wild had scarcely started up the hill after Mike when
Arietta and her two companions came in sight.
They had started out immediately after our friends had
left the tavern, or as soon as they could get their horses.
When Charlie and Jim saw them coming, they waited for
them.
"We thought we would like to see the finish, so we came
right on," said Arietta.
"Well, I reckon it would have been better if you had
stayed at ther tavern," answered Charlie. "But I ain't
goin' to tell you to go back."
"Where is Wild?" asked Arietta, not noticing his remark.
"He's gone up there," was the reply. "We're goin' right
on up ther gulch. There's a way to git down here somewhere above, I reckon."
They rode on up on an easy tret. On the way Charlie
fell, bruised his hand, and after it was bandaged he hung
it in a sling.
Pretty soon they came in sight of the cabin in the gulch.
Arietta came to a halt and the ·rest followed her example.
"See how odd the cabin looks nestling in among the
rocks and trees," she said. "I think that would make a
beautiful picture if it was reproduced on canvas."
"It surely would," Anna agreed.
"Well, I will take a good look at it, and when I get home
I will make a sketch of it from memory," said Eloise, who
could do a little in the art of drawing.
"I reckon there ain't nothin' wonderful i;l-bout it," observed Charlie. "It's jest a shanty built out of logs an'
sittin' in a gulch close to a bank."
"There are lots of them throughout the West, ain't there,
Charlie?" said Jim, with a laugh.
"Heaps of 'em."
The scout now took a look around to see if he could catch
sight of Wild.
He saw him almost the first thing.
He saw him hanging head down from the top of the cliff!
It was a good two hundred yards away, too, and all sorts
of obstacles were between them.
"Thunder! Look here!" Charlie cried.
The moment Arietta caught sight of her young lover she
dismounted and started through the trees and bushes to get
to the spot.
Jim Dart followed her in a twinkling.
But Charlie simply dismounted and got his rifle ready
for use, for he saw a number of men at the top of the cliff.
He could see them plainly through the openings in the
foliage that intervened, and it only took a moment for him
to recognize Mike as being one of them.
The scout's first thought was that the Irishman had deceived Wild and led him into a trap.
But as he looked a little longer he changed his mind.
There was a man talking to Mike, and he seemed to be
angry.
When Mike leaned over and fired the shots from his revolver Charlie knew it was a call for help.
But just then he saw Arietta and Jim rapidly ascending
towards a ledge that was almost directly beneath Wild.
"I'll stay right here an' pick off ther first measly coyote
what interferes with Wild!" he exclaimed, looking at his
wife and Eloise.
When Mike knocked the leader down Charlie fired, anyhow, to scatter the villains and give the Irishman a chance
·
to escape.
He saw that Jim and Arietta would soon be near enough
to get Wild.
Ilut let us follow them and see what happened.
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The brave girl, followed by Dart, made pretty quick work them, for what had transpired was sufficient to make him
in climbing up the side of the gulch.
very bitter against the gang.
Being unable to go straight up, they had to make the
. The _Puzzle of the Camp seemed to be as powerful as a
giant Just then.
best of it and make a turn here and there.
They heard the shot that Charlie fired, and knew where
He swung his opponent around as though he was a mere
it came from, but they were in a place now where they child.
could see neither Wild nor their friends below.
"Let them be," said Wild. "I guess Poker Phil will get all
Pretty soon they reached the ledge.
that he deserves."
As Jim and Arietta gazed in surprise at the suspended
'l'hen he dismounted and approached the cabin.
form of Wild a startling thing took place.
"Come out of there!" he cried; "or you will die right
The Puzzle of the Camp suddenly appeared on the ledge; where you are!" ,
followed by his daughter, who was swinging a lariat to catch
Out ·came the remaining members of the band of road
agents.
.
the boy.
At the first attempt Mame Winters missed.
There were but three of them, and with faces the color
But the next time she let the lariat go it caught about of chalk, they stepped out, holding up their hands in token
Wild's body.
of surrender.
.
"That's it!" cried our hero.
Charlie and Jim quickly disarmed them and made them
His face was red as a beet from the rush of blood, as he prisoners.
had been in that position quite a while.
Just then the report of a revolver rang out.
But he was conscious, and knew who it was who liad
The old man had got his hand which clutched the big
caught him.
revolver he carried free and he had taken the opportunity
The old man caught hold of the lariat and helped pull to put a bullet through the heart of the half-strangled vilhim in, while Arietta sprang forward and cut him free from lain he was clutching with a death-grip.
1
TTH!n the Puzzle let the weapon drop and relinquished
the rope with one slash of her huhting-knife.
Then they all lent a hand and pulled him under the ledge. his hold at the same time.
He staggered back and would have fallen heavily to the
It was fully a minute before Wild attempted to get upon
ground if his daughter had not leaped forward and caught
his ·feet.
him.
Then he felt so dizzy that he could hardly stand.
"What's ther matter, daddy?" she cried, as she saw the
But it soon wore away.
"Whew!" he exclaimed. "I thought being hung down blood oozing from a wound on the back of his head. "You
like that was a joke at first. But it would have been no ain't hurt bad, are yer?"
But he had relapsed into insensibility and did not .answer.
joke if I had stayed there much longer."
They carried him in and the girls proceeded to do all
"How did it happen, Wild?" Arietta asked.
they could for him.
He related just how it occurred in a few words.
The result was that in about ten minutes he opened his
They were much surprised but glad when they heard how
eyes.
the Irishman had acted.
"Hello, daddy! Are you all right?" Mame asked him in
'"I wonder what became of him?" remarked Jim.
.
Just then the Girl who Owned the Gulch fired a shot a voice of delight.
He stared at her for a moment and then answered :
from her rifle. She had been standing on the ledge, keep"Yes, Mame, I am all right. Ther blamed weight that's
ing a sharp watch in the direction of the cabin.
"They're goin' in ther cabin!" she cried excitedly. been on top of my head for ther past four or five years is
gone, too, Mame! I feel like a different man!"
"They're after ther gold! Come on, daddy!"
He was soon able to sit up, and then calling our hero to
With a snarl like that of a wounded beast, the old man
his side, he pointed to the corner of the room that the road
started after her.
had started to cut away, and exclaimed:
"Come o;!" said Wild. "I guess we will take a hand in agents
"Young Wild West, there's a cave back through there
this game. I had an idea that Poker Phil and his men that's got a million dollars'
worth of gold nuggets an' dust
would make for their cave after what happened."
in it-all mined an'
fur ther assayer! I dug it out,
"Well, it isn't likely they know that you escaped," said an' there's that muchready
more there to be dug. But it is on
Arietta. "They couldn't see from where they were."
property, so it must be yours."
"Well,• never mind! They are here, and it is for us to your
"Well, I guess if you have dug a million dollars' worth
capture them."
of gold anywhere around here it belongs to you, daddy,"
They soon got down into the gulch, and as they got there Wild answered.
they saw Cheyenne Charlie and Antia and Eloise coming.
The clatter of hoofs was heard about this time, and, lookRight behind them, leading Wild's horse, rode Mike, the ing out, they saw a party
of mounted men approaching.
Irishman.
,
They proved to be the miners who had been out searching
He had got away from the villains quite easily.
for the road agents.
· And when he went he grabbed Wild's rifle and belt.
Wild told them a ll that had h appened, and then turned
Then he caught his horse and was away in a twinkling. the prisoners over to them.
Much to his satisfaction, the sorrel followed him, and
Mike remained with the Girl who Owned the Gulch, as
when he had gone a short distance he caught him by the might be supposed.
bridle and led him d·o wn into the gulch.
.
He had made up his mind that he was going to make her
And · now our friends were all together again.
him more than she ever did Poker Phil.
"I am sorry the girls are here, boys," said Wild. "But love
And he did, for she promised to marry him as soon as
we will have to make the best of it, I suppose. Come on! he could get a parson
to tie the knot.
The road agents are in the cabin."
That afternoon Wild and all the members of his party
1
They put their horses to a run and got there just behind rnde over to the cabin.
the Puzzle of the Camp and his daughter. ,
They found the Puzzle of the· Camp up and around.
The sound of an ax could be heard inside the log -structure.
The old man watched them as they measured from the
"Hold on, there!" Wild cried, in a i·inging tone.
landmarks, and when they finally drew a line a couple of
The old man and Mame came to a halt and looked around. feet from the cabi11 he was ove.trjoyed.
"Don't go in there!" he said. "You will get hurt."
An investig ation sho,Yed that the1·e was not nearly as
"Stay out, Mame, me darlint!" shouted Mike.
much gold in the hole as the old man had chtimecl, but
The gM hesitated and' then obeyed.
there was quite enough, and it was on his side of the line,
But the Puzzle of the Camp rushed right in.
too.
1
Then three shots sounded in quick succession, followed
Wild hired some men to work . and induced l\Iike to beby yells of rage.
come a foreman over them and started in to p;~t wlw.t could
The next instant two or three men tried to get out all at be taken from the claim without the aid of machine1-y.
once, and when they came out they fell in a heap.
Before our friend s went back to Weston there was a wedOne of them was the old man.
ding at Glitter Gulch and Mike and Mame were the happy
He had a man gripped by -the throat, and it could easily couple.
be seen that it was Poker Phil, alias Dan Lifter.
The other man got up and started to run.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
Cheyenne Charlie's rifle spoke and down he went!
AND THE MUSTANGERS; OR, THE BOSS OF THE
The scout was just in the mood t<1 shoot every man of BRONCHO BUSTERS."
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CURRENT NEWS
screw, cap screw, stay bolt or stud, a hole is drilled
in the remaining portion into which the extractor
is slipped. As it is turned it exerts a reverse influence on the broken set screw and the latter is
backed out on its own thread. The new tools are
made in three different sizes covering practically
all .machine shop requirements. They are sold in,
The women lace workers of Velay, France, have sets.
united in making a lace flag with the colors of the·
United States, and intend to present it to the first
West Virginia is "bone dry." So at least says
American regiment which comes to fight upon the law, but there is evidently a considerable amount
French soil. General Lafayette came from the of "wet goods" that finds its way into the state,
region of Velay, and the old chateau in which he as the following dispatch from Charleston (W. Va.)
lived there still is standing.
to the Pittsburg (Pa.) Gazette-Times seems to indicate: Almost a carload of whisky, confiscated in
railroad yards at Montgomery, has been taken
the
Giants
Jim Thorpe, the Indian outfielders of the
conand a few years ago the greatest all-around athlete in charge by the Prohibition Department. The but
groceries,
of
carload
a
as
sent
was
signment
in the world, has been sold to Christy Mathewson's
railroad company
Cincinnati Reds. It is understood, however, that special officers working for the
car was misthe
that
fact
the
of
apprised
were
Thorpe
recalling
the Giants retain the privilege of
canned goods
of
cases
several
were
in the Fall and because of this the deal is regarded labeled. There
cases of
were
'contents
the
of
m:ost
but
car,
the
in
as a loan rather than a sale.
whisky.
At Philadelphia, on April 25, outfielder Burns, of
New York, made four hits in five times at bat off
pitcher Alexander. On the same day Burns played
his 320th consecutive game with the Giants. No
other major league player has ever played so many
games without taking a day off.

1

Uncle Sam's regular troops are guarding the railroad bridge which crosses the Potomac River south
of Washington. The men have loaded rifles and the
officers keep a minute watch on all sides with field
glasses. N O craft is permitted to approach at night
without being hailed, and the decks of all vessels
are scanned closely in the daytime. National
Guardsmen are patrolling streets around Government buildings and all points connected with the
Capital's water supply.

~

We are told that there has been a remarkable
change in sentiment concerning war in the section
of the United States known as the Middle West, during the last few monthss. People that were opposed
to any action on the part of our government that
had in it the threat of ~ar are n~w determined th~t
th~ war ~hall be contmued until _the Hoenzollern
.aristocratic governme~t shall be ~verthr?wn and
Germany transformed mto a Republic .. This chan¥e
in sentiment is ascribed largely to a hke change m
the attitude on the part of a chain of newspapers
known as the "Scripps-McR ae League," a powerful
reflected·
was
be
can
How erratic a billiard expert
influence in that section of the United States. It is
the
in
Cochran
Welker
by
reached
extremes
the
by
course of five days. Beginning on Wednesday, accompanied by a corresponding change in favor of
April 18, he averaged 60 in games of 300 points, universal military training and universal military
18.2 balkline, against Jacob Klinger, Gus Hannen, service.
and Frapcis Apleby. In a fourth game, with scores
of 0, 229, and 71, he averaged 100 against William
The high cost of living has prompted even the
Gershel. This he supplemented with an average Health Department of New York to relax on one of
of 46 2-13 in 600 and a run of 301, made against its most stringent regulations, and citizens who
Edward Dawson. Monday evening, at Philadelphia, have roomy backyards will again be able to keep
playing against Albert G. Cutler, he dropped to an chickens there without the constant dread of being
average of 8½.
haled to ·court on complaint of their neighbors. Up
to a few days ago the Health Department officials
One of the most serious aggravations of the dealt severely with folks who maintained roosters
machine shop is a broken set screw, the removal of in their backyards, because the lords of the barnwhich is a tedious operation to be taken care of at yards insisted on waking folks up at sunrise, when
once to the sacrifice of all else. Matters of this they most wanted to sleep. But the legal bars have
kind are now performed expeditiously by means been let down, and the rooster is again welcome.
of an extracting tool which has been designed for He will be allowed to remain until July 1, or therethe purpose. It resembles a drill with a coarse ·abouts. The regulations against keeping fowl in
left-handed thread, and to remove a broken set tenement backyards or rooms will remain in force.
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PLUCK AGAINST LUCK
OR

THE BOY WHO 'WOULD NOT GIVE UP
By DICK ELLISON
•

(A SERIAL STORY)
indeed. But is there no sheriff, no posse of vigilants upon whom we can call?"
"Not in Lodestone," replied Kennard. "I think,
though, that our men will all stand by us. Let
me see! There are twen'ty-three of us. What say
you, boys? Are you ready to drop your picks and
take up guns to whip Garter and his crew? Shall
we avenge these comrades of ours?"
Every miner threw his hat in the air with a
cheer.
''Hurrah! We're with ye, pards ! We'll fight to
"FAIR NOTICE!
"As it is not expedient for us to work the Blue the death."
Belt mine while you are making blasts on your level,
Bob felt a thrill of gratification and of hope at
we -demand that the White Star Company suspend this demonstration of loyalty. He had no doubt
any undersurface blasting while we are at work. they were all brave men and would keep their word.
Failure to comply with this request will make
The cheer they gave reached the ears of the gang
trouble.
at the Blue Belt works. At once they answered it
"(Signed)
BLUE BELT Co."
derisively.
Then bullets rattled against the side of the buildBob whistled softly and handed the surprising ing. ~ob and Kennard gave hasty orders to the
communication to Kennard. The latter shrugged men to get under cover.
It was plain that the crisis was at hand. Mat.
"
his shoulders.
"Well, Barton," he said, what reply did you. ters had simm~red down to a question of superiority
make?"
between the two forces. Kennard got his men un"N o reply at all, sir. We sent men over to the der co,ver at once.
shaft to begin work. JuS t as th ey were about to - All the miners were armed with revolvers. There
- get into the bucket shots were fired from the Blue
. Belt. They were rifle-shots, and two of our boys were a couple of rifles in the mine.
These were now brought into use to answer the
were killed."
fire of the foe. It could be seen now that they
Bob was very much excited:
"What does this mean?" he demanded, hotly. were advancing to a determined attack upon the
"Is there no justice in Arizona? Is there no law? White Star men.
And, as they deployed in Indian fashion, advancCan innocent lives be taken thus without fear of
ing under the cover of trees and boulders, it could
punishrnent ?"
"There is plenty of law in Arizona," replied Ken- be seen that their number were double those of
nard, "but there are not always means to enforce the White Star defenders.
"Save your ammunition, boy," admonished Kenit. I can see that there is going to be trouble. It
is of no - use to try to work our mine while that nard. "Wait until you get a good aim. Make
gang hold sway over there. We have got to have it every shot count."
The firing now became hot. It was the first afout with them."
fair of the kind in which Bob had ever participated,
"Fight them?"
"Yes, to the death," replied Kennard, grimly. and it was to him a thrilling experience.
He did nob, however, lose his nerve. He aimed
"They must be wiped out, or the White Star Comcarefully and fired only when he got a good chance.
pany won't be worth a Mexican dollar."
Bob was very pale. His eyes ·burned with a hard Whether his bullets hit any one or not he never
knew.
and resolute light.
But when Carter's gang of ruffians had covered
"So this is Bert Clark's new move against me,"
he exclaimed. "Matters have come to a serious pass half the distance across the canyon they :were held
CHAPTER XXIII (Continued).
"Ask them," he said. "It is their work."
"Who are they?"
"Buck Carter and a gang who pretend that they
~re going to operate the Blue Belt shaft. When
we_ got here this morning we found this notice
posted on the door."
Barton produced a piece of paper on which was
scrawled:
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"He is young," he said. "He is somewhat tall,
in check. · The fire of the White Star men was too
black hair and a very small mustache."
with
strong for them.
Kennard looked at Bob, and a significant ·glance
"Hurrah!" cried Barton, with delight. "They
passed between them. A startling thought came to
are falling back! We have 'em whipped, boys!"
The White Star men cheered and wanted to go each.
a.fter the foe. But the wise counsel of Kennard
But Kehnard turned to the men.
prevailed.
"Throw out a skirmish guard," he said. "Work
"It would do no good, boys!" he cried. "Let over toward the Blue Belt. Look out for a trap or
them go! They would only draw us into the open!" an ambush."
The logic of this was plain enough. So the White
This was done. The skill of the ex-scout Hardy
Star men remained under cover a11.d allowed the enabled them to finally reach the Blue Belt shaft.
Blue Belt men to retire.
But precaution proved unnecessary, for not a sign
Firing ceased, and for an hour knots of men of the foe could be seen.
could be seen about the Blue Belt works. What
In the shadow of the smelter lay the bodies of
they were doing it was not easy to guess.
slain men. Three of them neither Bob nor Kenthe
But suddenly they disappeared. The scenes of
knew. But the fourth drew a cry of horror
activity about the place ceased. Smoke no longer nard
Bob.
from
poured from the smelter chimney.
"My soul!" he exclaimed. "Bert Clark is dead!"
"What's up now?" mused Kennard. "I wonder
was indeed the young New Yorker, in the perIt
what new move in the game is on now?"
the dead tenderfoot described by Hardy. Horof
son
"Do
Bob.
confessed
"It is certainly very strange;"
silent, Bob and Kennard gazed upon him.
and
rified
fellows?"
those
of
any
killed
we
if
know
you
"He has ended his career," 5aid Kennard, finally.
"No; but I am sure some of them were wounded.
"Yes," said Bob, drawing a deep breath. "And
Though I can't believe that was the cause of the
a different record he might have left behind
what
abandoning of the attack."
him. What a blighted life he led. Was it some of
"At present it seems a mystery."
our men who shot him?"
"So it docs."
gang
"That is hard to tell," replied Kennard. "It is
An hour passed. Not a sign of the Blue Delt
one
was
men
Star
likely, though. Hello! What was that?"
White
very
was seen . Among the
The next
who had fought Indians and was familiar with their
A deep groan smote their ears.
skulking ways. He Yoluntecred to ascertain " ·hat moment, from the doorway of the building, a couple
it all meant.
of miners dragged ::i badly wom).ded member of
Accordingly he crept out and down into the can- Carter's gang. He ...id been shot through t l e
yon. He was gone a long time. In fact, Kennard shoulder.
had given him up when suddenly he reappeared.
Bob directed the caring for his wound, while busy
He ,rnrc a g.i.·in on his face and rubbed his hands thus, he was surprised when the fellow e::claimd:
in a satisfied way.
"Be you Bob Cutter?"
' "It is true," he said. "They have quit the field.
"That is my name," replied Bob.
The Blue Belt works are deserted."
"Waal," said the fellow, slov.rly "I \\"ant to tell
Kennard and Dob were, t0 say the least, surprised. you that we'd have swept you off1 the earth if it
""What does it mean?" muttered the mine super- hadn't been for Black Leary. He got into t.i.'Ouble
intendent. "I never knew Buck Carter to give up with that dead tenderfoot over there. He shot him
·
like that. There is something back of it all.'"
dead. Of course Buck was mad, and got out o (' the
The scout, who overheard him, now exclaimed:
way. But there was a general bad fight. The
"I think I can explain it, sir."
whose name was-let me see-Clark, I
tenderfoot,
"Ah!" exclaimed Kennard. "How so?"
used up. It was Leary him::;elf who
all
got
think,
"They had a row among themselves and threw up shot him dead."
the job. There are four dead men over there in
Bob's jaws set. He was getting some informatio-:-i
he shaft. One of them is a tenderfoot whom I saw
He ,vas glad,
as he had never expected.
such
get off the stage a week ago." ,
for
responsible
nowise
in
been
had
he
that
though,
This announcemen t wa~ a startling one indeed to
Clark's tragic end.
Bob and Kennard. It held a sudden significance.
Bob turned to Kennard, and there was a note of
regret in his voice as he said:
CHAPTER XXIV.
"It's a pretty hard thing, after all. Clark had a
opportunity, and might have been one of
golden
PLUCK WINS AT LAST.
the great financiers of the country. But he is do;1e."
"Yes," agreed Kennard. "And there is no one to
"What is that, Hardy?" asked Kennard. "You
his demise. In fact, there seems no one to
mourn
say one of the dead men is a tenderfoot."
him."
bury
"Yes," replied the miner.
"What does he look like?"
tTo be continued.)
Hardy was reflective a moment.
0
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
BEATS "BONE DRY" LAW.
A dispatch from Topeka, Kan., to the Kansas
City Star, says :
In arresting Silas W. King, a negro, early today,
Topeka police revealed an ingenious effort to smuggle liquor into Topeka in violation of the recently
passed "bone dry" law. King had eight quarts of
whisky strapped around his waist in an improvised
belt resembling a cartridge belt. He wore an overcoat to hide the liquor. He left a Union Pacific
train at the junction· north of town in order to escape the police, but ran into two officers who had
been stationed at the junction for such an emergency.
WHY ELECTRICITY BILLS ARE HIGH.
In a bulletin issued by the Sealer of .:Weights and
Measures of Massachusetts, some valuable popular
information is given to users of electricity on measures of economy, and reasons why electricity bills
are sometimes high, with suggestions for reducing
them. The commissioner states that meters are
generally blamed for bills that seem unduly high.
In reality they are not to blame, but the cause is:
(1) dark weather; (2) additional lamps installed,
or uni ts of increased size; ( 3) dim lamps in use;
these should be replaced by new lamps and tungstens should be installed instead of carbon lamps;
( 4) lamps left burning in closets, attics, cellars,
etc.; (5) laundry irons, toasters or other appliances
used more than usually; (6) defective wiring; (7)
machinery that is not properly oiled, and (8) errors
in meter reading.
MORE RAIDS IN SPOKANE.
Reports of violations of the prohibition -l aw in
Washington State keep coming in, according to the
Spokane Spokesman-Review.
More than 300 pint and quart bottles of whisky,
all bottled in bond, were seized on a · search warrant one ·n ight recently in a vacant house at N4432
Nevada street, Lidgerwood, by Patrolmen Dan A.
Fletcher and William H. Wardell. The officers got
,, a tip that a wagonload of liquor was cached in· that
neighbo1·hood, that it had been brought there in
gunnysacks early of a Monday morning, but their
informant led them several blocks astray.
After Officer Fletcher had received a tip that led
him to · the vacant house he found the liquor in a
closet. The front door to the house was standing
wide open. Persons ·attending a church meeting
across the street guarded the liquor while Fletcher
went to ca\! Wardell. The liquor, in ten gunnysacJrn, loaded down the patrol wagon. The police
are endeavoring to locate the owner of the . house
and liquor.

Fred Carter, age 28, Division Hotel, a mechanic,
was arrested at 6 p. m., on the Diyision street
bridge by Motorcycle Patrolman Frank Hoffman,
on a charge of carrying concealed weapons and
of having liquor in his possession without a permit. AccordiIJE to Captain Miles, Patrolma:1 Victor
Benway saw four suit-cases, presumably filled with
whisky, being unloaded from an N. P . freight train
into an automobile at Napa street. Before Benway
could get to the machine the driver started the car
and got away. Benway got the number and make
of the machine, telephoned it to the station, and
his tip resulted in Carter's arrest. So far the police
have been unable to locate the four suit-cases or
their contents.
THE MOTORLES~ONE-MAN TANK.
We hear comparatively little of the work done
by the scouts of the army. And yet they E.re called
upon to take risks which the rank . and file seldom
dream of, acting often on their own initiative and
u:qprotected in exposed territory.
They have well been called the "nerves" of the
army, and it is. high time that the genius of the
inventors should be directed toward them . A device is employed by the French to enable the individual scout to make his way over exposed country and to find out the lay of the land under chver,
to a certain extent.
The device is made to resemble a cannon which
it is hoped will be considered by the enemy to be
broken and discarded. It is provided with slits and
larger openings through which . the scout may see
and get air. The, wheels, though apparently rusty
and old, are smooth-running and noiseless, explains
Popular Science Monthly, and the legs of the scout,
moving cautiously at the rate of per haps one-half
inch per minute during critical times, resemble the
drooping muzzle of the gun-or it is hoped that
they will.
It is also considered among the possibilities that
the device will be of ~crvicc when it is necessary
for a bold and death-defying- dash to be made
through showers of sh rapn el into the teeth of the
foe. But this is problematical since the device is not
made for rapidity of movement.
The chief advantage io which it has been put
thus far is to protect the sordicr s whose duty it is
to cut down the wire enta nglements set up by the
enemy. Heretofore, the wire cutter's life has been
a poor risk for the insurance companies. Even under such protection as this tank-shield 1affords, his
is not the easiest of tasks. His one chance lies in ·
concealment, therefore such a device as this, in
'Yhich he may creep forward or backward, slowly
but surely, m~y prove to be his salvation.
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0 -UT FOR HIMSELF
-

OR -

THE HARD FIGHt OF JACK CLARK
By "PAWNtE JACK"
(A SERI.k\L STORY)
CHAPTER XVI (Continued).
Jack. preserved the letter, and as -his thoughts
went back to those dark days when he was starting
out for himself in the world, penniless and friendless, and the tinker had so kindly stood his friend,
his heart warmed and his eyes filled.
He would gladly have answered the letter, but
he did not know his benefactor's whereabouts. At
home that evening he showed the letter to Mr.
White, who said:
"There is a heart as kindly and true as ever beat
in human. breast. A humble tinker, but a gentle
philosopher, going about to see what good he can
do to his fellow men. He will find his reward in
another life."
Yielding to the desires of Jack and his mother,
the Whites extended their visit a few days. To
Mrs. Sm1th this was especially comforting, for both
she and Emily felt the need of companionship.
· For two days things went on as usual at the mill.
Jack had begun to wonder if, after all, Carter and
his blackmailing gang had not abandoned the vicinity and sought a new field. In fact, the community was now thoroughly aroused, and every lawabiding man went armed. There had also been a
meeting of the citizens to consider measures for
the capture of the Black. Heart leader.
But the project did not seem an easy one. Back
of Woodville was a wild region of mountain and
forest where the gang were p1:actically safe.
Thus matters stood when the first of a series of
exciting incidents occurred.
Jack was busy in the mill yard one day when a
shabbily dressed old man with long white beard
and goggles approached him. At first sight Jack
took him fo1· a mendicant.
And such indeed he seemed to be, for he held
out his hat and said in a whining tone:
"Please help a poor man. I haven't had a morsel
of food for two days. Please give me something."
Jack placed a hand in his pocket in response to
the appeal. But the queer old man drew back his
hat and laughed.
"I did deceive you, didn't I?"
"What is that?" exclaimed Jack, sharply. "Who
are you?"
Again the beggar laughed.
"Is it possible you cannot guess?"

"Indeed I cannot," replied Jack. "I never saw
you before. What is your business here?"
The old man lowered his goggles and then J ack
looked into his eyes. In a flash he understood all
and exclaimed:
"Why, it's Hayes, the detective!"
"Just so," exclaimed the detective, for he it was.
"My disguise is perfect, is it not?"
"Well, I should say so! You fooled me, all right,"
laughed Jack. "I am glad to see you, Hayes. What
is new?"
"Much," replied the detective, changing his manner. "I have seen and learned a great deal since I
saw ·you last."
Jack was eager and excited.
"Ah!" he exclaimed. "I am overwhelmed with
curiosity. Can you tell me about the gang and
about Carter?"
"I certainly can. I have been with them for the
last two days."
"With them'?-"
"Yes-one of them, in fact. I managed to get
the confidence of one of their leaders. I was elected
at once a member of the gang. My disguise was
so perfect they could not recognize me. I have
familiarized myself with the inside workings of the
gang, and also know theil' hiding-place."
Jack was overcome with delight.
"You have done
"Wonderful!" he exclaimed.
well, Mr. Hayes. But--"
"I know what you would ask1 I will say that I
have all plans laid for their capture. I am hern
to ask you for co-operation. lf all g·oes well, they
will be in our hands before another day."
Jack was so delighted that he was almost speechless. But he entered the ofi1ce with the detective,
and they held a long consulta_tion.
The result was that Jack sent a message to Selectman Phillips. A half hour later he appeared on the
scene.
The selectman was as surprised and overjoyed as
Jack, and declared :
"Your n~me will be preserved forever in the annals of this town as its greatest benefactor, · Mr.
Hayes. 'Phere will be great excitement when t he
people know the truth. I shudder for the fate of
Shad Carter."
"He deserves hanging," said Hayes., "But t hat
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is a matter for the courts to decide. Now I will
submit my plan for the capture of the gang."
And he proceeded to do so.
Phillips and Jack
listened with approval.
"I ask for ten picked men," said Hayes. "They
must be sworn to secrecy. They must be on hand
to-night at ten shap at the old log bridge over Ten
Mile Creek. All must be armed. I will be there
to meet them."
Selectman Phillips arose.
"J. will find the ten men and swear them all," he
said. "We will be on hand at t~e time and place
named."
"I hope you realize the importance of having men
tried and true. One traitor among them will spoil
our plans."
"I will answer for that," said Phillips, confidently.
"The men I shall choose are well known to me."
"Very good," said the detective.
"Remember
that there is not an hour in the day when your
movements are unknown to the gang. They have
a perfect spy system. I will meet y_ou at the bridge
tonight."
With this Hayes took his leave. When he had
gone Phillips turned to Jack.
"I believe we shall soon have the gang," he said,
confidently•. "The greatest curse Woodville ever
knew will be removed."
'(I hope so," said Jack. But he felt a secret foreboding.

be spared. Yet Jack was careful not to bring up
the subject to his mother.
After supper Jack sat on the porch of the_ little
house with Mr. White and Cicely. In all his acquaintance with her Jack thought he had never seen
Cicely look so charming or act so free and happy.
Jack arose and walked down the lane a little ways
in the twilight. Cicely overtook him and, taking
his arm, said:
"I can't see you walk alone, Jack. You will let
me go with you?"
.
"Certainly," replied Jack, with a thrill of pleasure. "The pleasure is all mine. Is it not a beautiful evening!"
"Yes," replied Cicely. And then her manner
changed. Jack saw in the dim light that her face
was pale.
"Why, are you ill, Cicely?" he asked.
"No," replied the young girl. "I am only the
victim of fear."
"Of fear?"
"Yes."
"What is your fear?" asked Jack in surprise.
Cicely shivered and looked over her shoulder.
"Oh I can't tell you very well," she replied.
"But have a dreadful feeling that harm will come
to you. It means a good deal. Jack, when you are
gone my heart almost stands still until you return.
I have a feeling that you are in great danger."
Jack laughed lightly and replied:
"Your fears are groundless, Cicely. After tonight I hope that this reign of terror whic~ ~ol~s
CHAPTER XVII.
Woodville will have ended. By the morrow 1t 1s exSPRINGING THE TRAP.
pected that Carter and his gang will be in custody."
The girl's face brightened.
.
When Jack went home to supper he said nothing
"Oh, is that true?" she exclaimed. "It will be
of the night's project to any one. Mrs. Smith was a happy hour for all."
in a despondent frame of mind, and Jack found it
"Indeed it will," agreed Jack.
hard indeed to cheer her up.
Then
the subject changed. Cicely grew lighter"Ah, Jack," said his mother, fondly, "I pray God
hearted,
and the two young people engaged in happy
nothing will happen to you, for you are all I have
discourse
until they reached the end of the lane.
left in the world for dependence. Without you I
Here was a great spreading oak tree, and as they
could not live. When I think of the past it crushes
drew near its shadows suddenly Cicely stopped and
me."
gripped
Jack's arm with terror.
·
"Nonsense, mother. There are happy days in the
"Oh,
Jack,"
she
whispered,
hoarsely,
"let
us go
future for all of us. We must not yield to useless
back. There is danger ahead, I am sure. I saw
fears."
But Mrs. Smith wept, and Jack knew why. She a skulking figure behind that tree." .
Jack would hvae laughed at her fears, but just
was thinking yet of the recreant husband, and her
then a pistol-shot rang out. Something like a hot
soul grieved.
This gave Jack food for serious thought.
He iron seemed to brand Jack's right hand, and he gave
knew that when the gang should be rounded up a ~Teat start.
A scream went up from Cicely's lips. Jack,
Smith would be among them.
A term in prison at least would be his fate. That though, made what might have proved a very unhe would deserve it there was no doubt. And yet, wise and fatal act.
He sprung forward and seized a heavy piece of
with a woman's heart, his mother yet felt love for
rail from the fence and rushed for the spot where
Smith, as he well knew.
But Jack set his jaw hard. His sympathy for he had seen the pistol flash. He acted wholly on
his mother was strong. Yet it could not smother daring impulse, and the recklessness of his act did
not just then occur to him.
his sense of justice.
I
He was determined that Smith should not escape
(To be continued.)
ounishment. There was no reason why he should
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TIMELY TOPICS
PRISONER STABS SELF.
James O'Brien, 31 years old, of 34 Lawrence
street, Brooklyn, a prisoner in the penitentiary,
Blackwell's Island, attempted to commit suicide by
stabbing himself over the heart with a small piece
of steel which he succeeded in concealing from the
keepers.
He was · attended by the resident physician and
is in a serious condition. O'Brien was convicted
on the charge of impersonating an officer in the
Kings County Court of Special Sessions.

not work at the piers at all, but down in Gravesend
Bay, where ships take aboard high explosives.
In this rather dangerous occupation the men
struck the top notch of pay when they received $1.60
an hour for Sunday work. Thus one husky worker
pocketed $19.20 for twelve hours work in one day
and said he would soon be back for more. Weekday work on the ammunition ships averages about
$1.25 an hour.
Next to the ammunition men the best paid are
those who load the big grain ships. Down in the
hold of the vessel in the midst of the pouring, dusty
grain the men work hard as they level off the shifting cargo. For this they receive as much as $1.50
an hour and it is a common thing for a grain trimmer to knock off with $15 or more for h;i:: day's
pay.
In ordinary work on the cargo ships along the
Brooklyn and Staten Island piers the men get from
40 cents an hour for week-day work to 60 cents
for night work and 80 cents on Sundays. This is
surely the dockers' harvest time, and still it is said
men are scarce and hard to get.

TWO SAW BARS AND FLEE JAILS.
Richard and Harry Nelson, charged with having
held up a jeweler two weeks ago while his store
was crowded with customers, sawed through the
bars of their cell in the county jail, New Brunswick,
N. J., and escaped while a squad of armed guards
stood outside the door. They are believed to have
fled in an automobile owned by a relative.
The Nelson brothers were caught in Westfield,
Mass., and brought here. Unusual precautions were
taken to guard them. Their cell was visited and
inspected every ten minutes. The police think the
saws used were smuggled into the jail inside a 10,000 U. S. UNIFORMS BEING MADE DAILY.
With the Red Bank, N. J., factory of the Sigmund
roast chicken.
Eisner Company turning out 7,500 uniforms a day
for the United States army and navy, the New JerLARIAT SAVES MAN FROM DROWNING.
sey town has become a center of the uniform indusLewis Worthem, known in the region where the try of the United States. The output of the Red
States of North and South Dakota and Montana Bank plant will be doubled within the next ten
join as one of the most expert ropers of the range weeks, i.t was said recently by J. Lester Eisner,
by his ability to throw a lariat, saved a father and treasurer of the company, when a new factory emdaughter from drowning in the Yellowstone River. ploying 500 operators will be opened. This plant
Andrew Holthouse, a homesteader, with his will adjoin the present factory and will contain
daughter had started for the town of Laurel in a 15,000 square feet of floor space.
farm wagon, and while attempting to cross the
The company has contracts from the army and
Yellowstone River, which is badly swollen by the navy for 1,500,000 garments, and its factories at
melting of the heavy snow of the winter, were en- Red Bank, Newark and other Ni·_w Jersey' towns
gulfed in ,the flood. The horses escaped to shore, are turning out about 10,000 uniforms daily. Bebut the father and daughter were carried down- fore beginning work on the Unitet States governstream in the wagon-box until the box was caught ment contracts the conce-rn turned out about $7,by a wire fence. The father and daughter were 000,000 worth of uniforms for the Allies. The comcompelled to stand to keep their heads above water. pany is well supplied with materials, and it is probWorthem, who is employed near by, heard their able that all of its factories will be working at
cries for assistance and went to their rescue. With capacity until the close of the war.
a dexterity acquired by . long practise as a range
The importance which the War Department atrider, he hurled his lariat at the girl and dragged taches to the work at the Red Bank factory is shown
her back to land. Then he rescued Holthouse in by the fact that the building is patrolled night and
the same manner.
day by soldiers. Mr. Eisner recently received a
telegram from the War Department saying that
HIGH PAY ALONGSHORE.
the employees of the eompany are members of the
·Stevedores, longshoremen and dock workers in industrial reserve and are exempt from conscripgeneral are making big money these days. To in- tion. He has also received a letter in which the
sure the hurried loading of vessels the shippers are Department states that any one working in uniform
willing to pay the men extra wages. The dock factories is serving his country as much as if he
workers reaping the biggest harvest, however, do enlisted in the army or navy.
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Good Current News Articles

Bernhardt Fohren, chief officer of the Dutch
steamer Merauke, was sent to the city prison for
ten days by Magistrate Voorhees in the Adams
street court, Brooklyn, for speaking disrespectfully
of President Wilson and the United States. Fohren
~nd others of the Merauke crew got woefully drunk
rn a restaurant the night before, and when they
became disorderly a policeman arrested three of
them. While Fohren was being taken into custody
he made the slurring remarks which the policeman
repeated in court. Magistrate Voorhees said he
would overlook the disorder in the restaurant, and
let the other two go. The ship left without Fohren.
By the time he gets out the Merauke will be at the
western end of the Panama C~nal ancl it will cost
him more than $100 in railroad fare to overtake her.

.. ..... ..

Grins ~nd Chuckles

"Dearie, what is that man running for?" "He
just hit the ball." "I know, but is he required ·to
Investigation~ carried on last summer in Iceland
chase it, too?"
showed that there were considerable deposits of
coal on that faraway islatld. The commission in
Adjutant (inspec::ting barracks)-suppose the barcharge of the investigation calculated that the yield
racks were to catch fire, what would you do? Bugler
from these ought to be something like 180,000,000 -Sound the bugle, sir. Adjutant-And what call
tons. The quality is said to be equal to Scotch coal
suitable for household use and for the generation of would you give? Bugler-Cease fire, sir.
power.
'
Little Frank-Mamma, please tell me how father
got
to know you. Mother-One day I fell into a
Mildred, age five, daughter of Andrew Snider, a
deep
river, and your father jumped in and saved
farmer of Valparaiso, Ind., was saved from death reLittle
Frank-Well, that's funny; he won't let
me.
cent by Chief, a large Scotch collie dog. Snider left
me
learn
how
to swim.
Mildred by a pond where he had cut a hole in the ice
-that his cattle might drink. Milred went too close
Uncle James-Never drive away a black cat, Wiland fell into the water. The dog rescued her and lie. Little Willie-Why, uncle? Uncle James-Bewas leading her toward home when the father re- cause they always bring luck, of course. Little
turned.
Willie~Yes, but you only put them in a pail and
drown them, so what can it matter?"
Guatemala severed diplomatic relations with
Germany on April 28, handing the German Minister
his 'passports. In notifying the State Department The Crocodile-What's become of the laughing
of this action, the Guatemalan Minister at Wash,,. hyena? The Lion-He happened to come along
ington added: "Guatemala takes the greatest where I was taking a nap in the shade, and he
pleasure in offering to the United States of America thought I was dead, and-well, he hasn't had anyher territorial waters, her ports and railways for thing to laugh at since.
use in common defense, as also all elements which
"There is one thing I can never understand," said
may be available for the same purpose."
the patient-looking woman, "and that is why a man
Owing to the fact that at least six workers in who has been sitting with the crowd all afternoon
Pennsylvania have met their death through the mis- at a baseball game will come home and say that the
use of compressed air hose during the present year, noise of the children makes him nervous."
the Industrial Board of Department of Labor and
Industry of that State, has passed a ruling that an
Despite the chilly day little Wilbur was out p!ayemployee may not even direct the air blast from such ing without his coat. This worried a neighbor, but
a hose on a fellow employee. This ruling makes it her advice went unheeded. Finally she said: "\/Vila misdemeanor, punishable by fine or imprisonment, . bur, go home and get your coat, and when you come
fer any imch violation even though the results may back I'll give you a piece of cake." The offer worked,
not be serious or fatal. For one reason or another and Wilbur soon returned with his coat on and was
the practical joker about the shop is always bound to duly rewarded. Next day he knocked at the door to
make use of a compressed air hose, and as often as announce, significantly: "I haven't got my coat on
not the results of his escapades are fatal.
to-day."
·

I
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in the south, and had replaced the faint but beautiful
hue of summer twilight.
The noise of the hurr icane could be heard apfrom a distance like the roar of an improaching
By Kit Clyde
mense water-spout.
A few heavy dr ops of rain had fallen, with the
It was dur ing the first summer I spent in Canada
that the very simple adventure I am about to relate dull, heavy sound of lead, upon the surface of the
waters.
occurred to me.
I already felt a strong puff of wind, vvhich nearly
in
business
in
himself
established
d
ha
My father
Quebec during the course of the previous year, and capsized my frail birch-bark.
It was evident there was not ari instant to be
my studies wer e interrupted for a time, so that I
lost.
soon
as
home
.my
be
to
was
that
place
the
see
might
In a few seconds the tempest would burst upon
as I had completed my education.
,.
Of course, I regr etted parting with my young the' earth in all its fury.
,.,
taken.
soon
was
resolution
My
charm
the
then
school companions in England ; but
a
in
down,
further
yards
hundred
of
couple
A
I
that
so
heart,
youthful
the
of novelty is dear to
had not been long in Quebec before I beca,me de- little shelving cove, stood the ruins of a small dock
lighted with the strange, unfamiliar scenes which or pier, and at its shore-end the dilapidated remains
of a small black store, such as anyone may see at
I saw around me.
any of the timber coves around the town.
magnates
mercantile
the
of
most
like
My father,
Both had evidently belonged to some lumbering
of the day, resided in the town.
When the dog-days set in, it was deemed advisable establishment , abandoned through lack of business
by my respected parent to send me to the country success many years before.
At any rate, a few strokes of the paddle brought
house of a friend not many trniles distant.
This, of course, was "for the benefit of my ,me into the shallow water close to the old wharf.
To drag the light canoe up on the sandy beach
health," although I may say, without boasting, that
the lee of the wharf, was the work of a~
under
suffering
time,
he
I was an active. and robust lad at t
·
,
"'
no inconvenience from town life or the heat of the instant.
By this time the rain was coming down in earnest,
weather.
and I determined to seek shelter for myself in the
At any r at e, the change proved agreeable.
I was t reat ed like one of the family, or, rather, old store.
As a boy I was an ardent lover of all kinds of
with more attention to my whims and caprices than
if I had been one ; for my father, although a new tales of the supernatural.
I was young and romantic,- with a highly fervid
member of the then small colony of British settlers,
·
imagination.
and
sincere
had already made for himself many
then, that, partly ,from the
surprising,
not
was
It
·
friends.
warmly attached
Had I some elaborative narrative power,_! might grand but awful spectacle of the storm, and partly
dilate to almost any. extent upon the pleasure I en- under the empire of my own excited thoughts, I
joyed in rambling through the gr and old woods; or felt somewhat awe-inspired as I scrambled through
paddling my canoe over the placid surface of the the doorway of the old building, half obstruct ed as
it was by fallen timbers.
St. Lawrence.
I reached shelter· just in time.
One br ight summer evening, after an intensely
The rain was now pouring in torrents.
hot day, I scrambled down the st eep path, which led
Frequent flashes of lightning spr·ead their ghastly
from t he grounds sur rounding the hospitable resilight over the landscape, and shed a weird, unblue
river.
the
to
friend,
dence of my father's
After indulging in the luxury of a plunge in the earthy glare into the interior of the building through
water, I launched my light birch-bark craft, and the broken roof; the gaping windows, and the many
other openings it presented to the wild rage of the
resolved to enjoy the cbol breezes of the river.
elements.
was
it
that
calculated
I
but
ising,
'l'he tide was r
The gale had lashed the river into the semblance
near t he top of high water, an d that I could, without
much exertion, paddle up t he river a mile or two, · of a miniature sea, and even in the intervals of
profound darkness, which occurred between the
and then return with the falling tide.
It turned out, however, that I was somewhat mis- flashes, the gleams qf the foaming whitecaps of the
taken, and I was consequently carried further up- waves could be distinctly seen.
Great peals of thunder reververated along the
stream than I had expected.
and I have often fancied since that thE
mountains;
t,
disappointmen
and
vexation
I fo und, t o my great
when I headed my little cr aft around, that it would mind of an older and more mature person than l
be im possible for me t o retur n home for several was at the time would have been impressed to a
very considerable degree by the solemn aspect of
.
hours.
the scene.
fierce,
a
into
turned
had
sunset
of
hues
The br ight
I stumbled about among the rotten boards which
angry, sullen glare.
once been the flooring of the store, but now
had
.A pitchy mantle of dark cloud was rising rapidly
ADVENTUR ES ON THE ST. LAWRENCE .
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formed so many pitfalls, for the purpose of finding
some spot where I could rest my head, for I was
thoroughly exhausted.
At last I picked out a soft plank, as the sailors
say, and having stretched myself out as comfortably
as I could, I was soon in a deep slumber.
I awoke with a sudden start.
I know not how long I had been sleeping, but I
dare say the time was short, as I did not feel much
refreshed.
I looked towards the door and the opening in yhe
roof, and could observe that, although the rain appeared to have ceased, dense black clouds were floating rapidly across the sky, and the wind still continued to blow furiously.
I could not derive any consolation from the slight
change in the weather, for it was clearly a mere
interval in the storm.
I turned over on my hard couch and began settling
down for another doze, when a sudden flash of lightning rendered almost every article of disused lumber
within the walls of the old store distinctly visible.
During that momentary illumination, I saw something which nearly caused the blood to freeze in my
veins.
A white or light-colored curtain of some kind,
waved to and fro in the corner of the store opposite
to that in which I lay, and as the last bright flash
lighted up the interior, a sudden blast of wind raised
the cloth, and disclosed to my afl'righted eyes what
appeared to be a gigantic human figure.
I could not well distinguish the features, but the
head-dress was exceedingly brilliant, and the raiment in general gay with many colors.
Th·e figure leaned forward 'in a threatening attitude, and appeared to be brandishing some sort of
a weapon in its right hand.
Now and then, as the strong gusts of wind broke
through the old building, the ghostly curtain was
raised, and I could see the dread figure, sufficiently
vague to excite curiosity, yet distinct enough to be
terrible.
At last I felt that I could not stand it any longer.
Accordingly I began crawling, carefully at first,
over the dilapidated floor; but my rate of movement
soon increased to a run, and in less than a minute
from the time I had started I had fallen through
one of the gaps in the flooring, and lay half-stunned
among the piles upon which the store had been built.
Luckily for myself, I had come down upon the
soft sand of the beach, so that my fall was rather
an easy one.
At first I remained quietly where I fell; but as it
was rather damp I .began searching about for some
dry log or board upon which I might rest, feeling,
as I did, inclined to sleep as the best method of
passing the time under the circumstances .
While I was groping about in · the darkness, I
tripped against something on the ground.
I knelt down, cautiously put forth my hand, and
began feeling over the object.

In putting forth my hand, I felt a human handcold.
Horror of horrors! I could not find any means
of exit from my well-like prison.
I ·crouched in a corner with my face averted as
much as possible from the dread object of terror;
and finally, I know not how, but, perhaps, through
intense mental and physical exhaustion, I passed
into a state of insensibility.
When I recovered consciousness it was clear day.
The storm had gone down, the sky was blue and
cloudless, and the sun was shining with the bright
intensity of a fine summer morning.
I discovered that my companion of the night in
the foundation of the old store was the corpse of
a drowned sailor-at least, so I judged by the
dress-which had been washed up under the store
during the high tides.
I removed myself as quickly as possible from the
neighborhood of the rapidly-decom posing corpse, by
clambering up over the slimy timbers into the interior of the ruin where I had passed the early part
of the night.
Not without a feeling of slight trepidation did I
approach the mysterious curtain in the corner.
Mustering up the pluck with which I felt I could
have encountered any merely human enemy, I raised
the cloth and found that the warlike and gigantic
specter of the previous night, which had caused me
so much terror, was a figure-head- a weather-worn ,
storm-battere d ship's figure-head, intended to represent some impossible savage chieftain .or other,
upon which shone streaks of all kinds of improbable
colors.
It is needles to say I was thoroughly cured of
everything pertaining to romance or superstition.
. I bailed out my canoe, and made the . best; o~ my
way home again in anything but an enviable plight.
••

-·-

ec-- -

A sortie by 200 detectives under command of Acting Chief of Detectives James L. Mooney to-day
netted thirty-five prisoners, half a dozen woman, and
a truck load of weapons, burglar tools, and dynamite. Those taken, Chief Mooney said, were believed to be members of a band who have committed
many bank robberies, burglaries, hold-ups, and automobile thefts in Chicago in the las~ three months.
The detectives swooped down on the three principal headquarters, two on the West Side and one on
the South Side, in automobiles, and were armed
with rifles and shotguns. The raid was made possible through a quarrel over a woman, which caused
dissension in the gang. Frank Francis, under arrest in Cincinnati for the last week, said he left
the gang because one of its members had stolen his
wife.
All of the prisoners were taken to the Bureau of
identification, where they were photographed and
measured. The crowd was so large that "Charlie"
Wilson, an alleged safe blower, walked away from
the Detective Bureau without being observed. He
was recaptured an hour later.
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FACTS . WORTH READING
ATHLETES FORSAKE TRACKS TO TILL SOIL.
Athletes connected with Suffolk County high
schools are going to get their athletic training on
the farms instead of in jumping hurdles and doing
short dashes.
It was declared recently by Principal Earl B.
Robinson of the Riverhead High School that the
annual Field Day . of the Suffolk County Interscholastic League might be called off because so many
of the athletes were leaving school to go to work
on the farms.
URGES BAN ON TOBACCO.
The following from Bristol, Va.-Tenn., to the Cincinnati Enquirer ought to interest those who poohpooh at the assertion that the people who have prohibited liquor in Virginia, Tennessee and other
States, are now attempting to prohibit tobacco.
The story says :
In a letter to President 'Yilson, Charles Hagan,
of this city, suggests that the planting of tobacco
be stopped and the fields utilized for the raising of
food products. He also urges the President to ask
Congress to prohibit the manufacture, importation
or sale of tobacco.
LIGHTING GENERATOR FOR MOTOR-CYCLES.
A leading electrical manufacturer has just placed
on the market a small generator for use on motorcycles to supply current for head and tail lights.
This generator is rated at 23.5 watts, 7 volts, and
in combination with a regulator will hold its voltage practically constant through a wide range of
speed. The generator is totally inclosed and waterproof. It is geared to the engine shaft and at
about 1,900 revolutions per minute cuts in on the
storage battery which it charges at a 3-ampere rate,
with full field excitation up to approximately 2,500.
At this point the regulator begins to work and
holds the current within 5 amperes up to 9,500 rev·olutions. per minute.
WHEAT FROM THE FAR EAST.
The extraordinarily good rice crops in the Far
East are ending all possibility of a renewal of the
exports of American flour to that part of the world
for the present, states George E. Anderson, Consul
General at Hongkong. The crop in Japan is so
good that it has forced Japanese flour mills to get
rid of their stocks at low prices, and the result is
that Japanese flour is now being sold on the Hongkong market for about 56 cents gold a bag cheaper
than American, Canadian, or Australian flour can
be sold. There is a surplus of flour in Australia
at present, and Australian mills have been endeavoring to market their product in the Hongkong field

this year, but so far without success. The Japanese flour is getting all the trade.
It is uncertain how much Chinese flour will come
into the Hongkong field during the current year.
The Chinese government is under an agreement to
stop the export of flour to Hongkong and South
China and into the East Indies, Straits Settlements,
and other portions of the Hongkong field, but since
Japanese mills obtain Manchurian wheat without
difficulty and grind it into flour under conditions
which give them a big advantage in this field, there
is little benefit in the agreement, for it merely
means that the market will take indirectly what i~
not to be furnished it directly.
.
•
Much interest is shown by Hongkong flour impor,
ters in the results of imports of Manchurian whea1
into the United States. Reports from the Pacific
Coast mills that are experimenting with the Manchurian product are eagerly awaited, for if the flour
rates as high as is expected~ the result is likely to
have a very important bearing upon the flour trade
of the Far East.
BRITISH PORTS ARE CROWDED.
"British harbors are so crowded with freight and
have so little labor that such merchant ships as do
escape submarines and mines have grea_t difficulty
in discharging their cargoes." This statement was
made recently by the master of an American
freighter just returned from the "zone."
The ship of which he is in command left the
Brooklyn waterfront during the first week in Marc,h
and steamed into the danger zone a week and a
half later.
The passage through the Iri:'sh Sea was strewn
with wrecks, beached on the shore and floating in
the tide. When the port was reached it was found
crowded with ships, many of which had been waiting a week or more for a berth. The scarcity of
labor at the piers and in the railroad yards slowed
the unloading process down for all but government
cargoes.
When at length the cargo was discharged, the
American ship waited twelve hours longer than
she expected; and it is probably to this twelve hours
delay that she owes her return to Brooklyn. Two
ships went out at night, when she had expected to
sail, and were blown up by mines sown in thE
channel by a German submarine mine layer. ThE
American ship started out the following morning
through the sa.me path.
·
She was sent back to a safe anchorage by British
patrol boats and held there for six days, while mine
sweepers cleared the channel. When the, vessel was
at length allowed to sail, she came through the
zone without sighting any submarines.
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INTERESTING ART/C l.ES·
FAMILY OF TEN TRAVELS 3,000 MILES IN
AUTO.
Motor tourists come and go, but one automobile,
with a family of ten arrived in San Francisco recently to stay.
Abraham Toube, a resident of Portland, Maine,
with his invalid wife and eight children completed
their trans-continen tal journey of over 3,000 miles
and have decided on this city as their permanent
residence.
The high cost of living chased the·family from the
Eastern State. Unable to purchase the necessities
of life with the money he and his oldest son secured
in their truck garden in Maine, Toube, an aged Russian, pulled up stakes and took his 1909 Chalmers
machine and set westward.
Full camp equipment was taken on the trip. Frying pans, pots and other utensils were strapped on
the side of the car.

·which made the seizure. The squad was in command of Lieut. J. B. Fullerton. The place was surrounded and Kempf was told that search would be
made. The ammunitfon was stored in three boxes
under the barn stairs. Kempf said the cartridges
had been sent to the farm a year and a half ago by
his son, Joseph Kempf, of New York. He said the
son obtained the ammunition for hunting. He added
that his son worked for a man named Selig in New
York, son-in-law of Jacob Ruppert ,a New Yo1·k
brewer, and that the amm ition had been given
him as part payment for~ w
~

OUR SHIPPING F AGILITIES.
Surveys of American shipyard facilities have been
completed by employees of the Shipping Board and
the result is said to indicate rapid progress on the
program calling for 1,000 wooden ships of 3,000tons. Major Gen. George W. Geothals, U. S. A.,
ALLIGATOR S TO CLEAN SEWERS.
now in active charge of the project as general manThe use of alligators as cleaners of sewers is a ager, already has awarded scores of contracts. The
proposal made by A. C. Gregory, engineer of the source from which officers for these craft may be
city's sewers. Trenton. He admits his indebtedness obtained is the next problem to be solved. It is
to the City of Jacksonville, Fla., for the idea. They unlikely that an amendment to the La Follette shiphave been using alligators to clean the sewers there. ping bill will be sought to facilitate the signing of
The method is as follows: A rope is tied to an captains and mates. Nothing more has been heard
alligator and he is put in a drain and started on an of the proposition to postpone construction of the
amble along the subterranean pathway. Chains are major ships in the Navy's program and to turn over
tied to the rope that the alligator has pulled through the men and material to the shipping Board.
the sewer and the chains are pulled back and forth
At least twelve of the German merchant vessels
by man power, clearing away the obstruction.
which have been seized in American ports will be
In a letter which Mr. Gregory wrote to Commis- ready for service within a week, the Federal Shipsioner Burk, Director of the City Parks, he sug- ping Board reported to the Treasury Department
gested that there are a number of alligators at the on April 25. Legislation empowering the board
park whose time, now unprofitably employed in either to lease the ships or to operate them is now
catching flies, might be given to his depal'tment, "to pending in Congress, the indications being that the
the advantage of the city, which &upports them now latter alternative will be adopted. Seven of the
•
I
in comparative idleness."
ships about ready to be used are at New York and
the others on the Pacific Coast. Repairs are being
HIDDEN AMMUNITION IS SEIZED ON FARM. rushed on all the other 102 ships, with t•e exception
Ten thousand 1·ounds of ammunition found in the of those at Honolulu and the Vatel'land at New
barn of Gustav Kempf, a farmer,. near Putnam, in York. No facilities for these except· ns are availnortheastern Connecticut, have aroused the Federal able but the ships at Honolulu may be towed to a
secret agents in Connecticut, which Gov. Halcomb Pacific coast port for docking.
Four of the German vessels self-interned in New
calls "the arsenal of the nation." Thomas J. Spellacy, United State~ District Attorney, and his as- York harbor which were taken over by the Governsistant, Raymond G. Lincoln, continued their in- ment at the beginning of war were sent to drydocks
vestigation today with the trail leading toward sen- for repairs on April 26. The Prinzess Irene, a
sational developments involving prominent New 110,000-ton passenger steamer of the North German
Yorkers. It was a detail from Company L of Willi- Lloyd, was towed out into the North river and
mantic, First Regiment, which seized the 10,000 taken to the New York Navy Yard. The freighters
Pisa and Nassovia, of the Hamburg-Am erican
rounds of Government ammunition.
Present indications are that the eastern part of service, were taken to the Tietjen & Lang dry dock
the State shelters operations that make it appear in Hoboken, and another freighter was moved to an
a hotbed of disloyalty. Nine men were in the detail unnamed place.
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CARD

TRICK.

You pl:ice lh'e cards In n
hnt.
H,-1110,·e one of tllem
und the n nsk YOUr oudir-nce
hqw man.v ren1nin. 'Goon ex-

J\fTRADO

BLO'CR

PUZZLE.

Imported from Japan.
This neat little puzzle
consists of six strangely
cut pieces or white wood
una ssem bled. Tbe trick
is to so assem \Jlc the
blocks as to form a sixpoint cross. Price 12c,
hy mail, postpaid.

a111i11ation thp r emuinl11g four

h :.n·p vnni.,.-.;ltell. A Yerv clever
t ri('[;,
Price 10c. h
mail.
postpaid, \Yith directions.

v

C. BEHR, 150 " ' · G·!,l Street,
New York City.

II. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'"'!yn, N. Y.

JllAR\'ELOl'S JIE)lORY TRICI{.

rl'llis amusing unU in-

~~~-~~t~f g w1\Y!ekfj\·~ cfl?lr;
c0Jtai11 1n g 100 ~quur~:-:.,
8

•,.··:·_"
__ 11_~_-0·'._.~~+N-•._"_1 __N•_·_13
-~ ,.:,;.,.- 347119 291011
:.:-•. n ~.. '3
ns121

.

w iC-Ll contain 100 , ,t11f1 hc
numll er~ .
pcrfu1·mer en.n in s tunllY
uamt.• n 1i€'rie.s of six fig-

No.•s

N-.?S

ferent

'2011n~ o;oH 4~1l1

1
ures at a moment's n otke by r eq u~st of
nnv ~pcctator
TlJe mo:::t marvelous fete or
mCnd-read in~ P"Ver i n vented .. So c,,a~y tbat
a child could perform the tnck. Price lOc,
by mail. po stpai,l, ,Yith directi~ns.
•
JI. F. LA::-G, !815 Centre St., B kl:•n. N. Y.
WILLARD-JOH:\'SO:,.
PlUZE-1:' lGHT
Pl'ZZLE.

It ~

Four strips or cardboard,
each tllree inches \Jy one
'
aud a half inches, sho"·ing
Wjllartl and .J ollnson In
various
a\Jsurd
pos tureg,
· The solution in the pu,zle
lies in ~o nrrunging !}ie
strios that they show \\ 11·
lard in tile complete pi cture, tile h eav:ywelght cllamplon.
Price, lOc, by mail.
postpaid. "ith directions.
l <' HAJSK

J.\PANESE BANK PUZZLE.

liuilt up of a large
numuer of grooved
pieces of wood.
Very
difficult to tuke apart.
and very difficult to put
together. J t can IJe so
dissected ns to make u
llnn k of It und when rea~Remb lecl would clefv
tl1e most ingenious bank
burglar outside of prison. Price 35c, by
muil . 1los tpaid.
J<' RAXR SJJITII, 383 Lenox Ave.. N. Y.
THE TANTALIZER PUZZLE,

Consists of one h 1rl·
zontul and one perpenqlc·
ular piece or higllly lib!·
!shed metal bent in such
u 111an ner th::i.t when assembled It seems utterly lmpo~lhle to get
~he_111 apart, L>ut ~Y following the directions
1t 1s very easlly accowpllsbed. This one ls
a brain twl , ter. Price lOc, by mall postpaid, with directions.
'
C. BEHR. 1~0 W. 62d St,, New York City,

S~IITH, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y,

TJIE QUESTION PUZZLE.
THREE-C.\.RD

JIIONTE.

Bxccettlugly mystifying. Al·
though the ace, d euce and
trey arc sllowu plainly, it Is
utterly lmpo ·sihle for any
one to pick out tbe ace. Price,
JOc, by mail, postpaid, with
cllrcetio n s.
C. BEHR. JS0 W. 62d St., New York City,

~ocim]

~

'.l'wo links in the form
of
uestion marks, fastrnca toge ther at the to .p.
I be object Is to disengag-o one link from the
ot_hcr. It cannot be done
w,~hout
the
directions.
p~id, with directi~~-~~e lOc, by mall, postWOLE'F No,•.e lty Co., 108 W, 23d St., N. Y,
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Quit Tobacco
Very Easily
You would like to qu,it the use of tobacco because you know it hurts you;
but whenever you try to taper off, the
strong craving and nervou .~ne:::-s comr on
and after hours or days of heroic ar;011y
you must again seek solace in smoking
or chewing. Yet, you may conquer the
habit quickly and easily if you kMw
how. Get the book that ~ill be mai lr>cl
you free by Edw. J. Woods, A 228, Station E, New York City. Write to-day
and ask him for it. Make a wondei-hl
improvement in your health and efficiency.
2 to $500 EACH paid tor bnodreds or
old Coins. Keen ALL money dated he·
!ore 1895 and send Ten cents tor 1'e"
Tllustrated Coln Value Book. size 4x7.
It may mean your Fortune. CLARJ,B

$

COIN Co .• Box 911. Le Roy, N. Y.

WIZARD RE PEA TING LIQUID
Gu· ranteed
will stop the
most v1dous do2 (or
man) without oer·
maneut injury_ Perfectly sate to carry
without dnn2er cit
leak.age. !,'ires and rechar1tes
pulhng trigger.
Loads from ·any 1!<1111,t
No cartridges required. Over six shots tr
one loadln2. All dealers. or bv mail. 50c
Pistol with rubber-covered holster, 55c
Holster separate. 10c.
ll!oney order 01
U S. stamps. No ~o!ns.
PARKER, STJ;:ARNS & CO,
273 Georg·ia Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

DE\'IL'S LOCK PUZZLE.

WOLJ:'F
CHA1'GING

19;:;;::=;:;;::;:;;;;;1

C.\RD.

Oue curd is shown . The
performer passe~ bis lland
o\'er it and c,\rnnges the curd
t'rom a jack of st>Uclcs to u
--;evcu of hearts. '1,lle second
tllne be blows on the card
a ncl changes it to a queen of
c·Jul,s. Quite easy to pe rform.
Pric<J Joe. hy mail, postpaid,
with directions.

H. F. LANG. 1815 Centre St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
PAPEL BLANCO.

~

Four canls ure placed In a
l1at
Oue c·at·d is removed

:ind
tlle
linlunce are now
sitowu
to
be
c-hauged
to
blank canls. Tb e tanl::.: can
r,c thoroug-llly e'i.atnined.
Price JO<·, hy mail. p ostpa id .
H. l •' , ,l.,.\..'\G, JSJ~ Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

~

l\l'T A~D BOLT P(;ZZLE.
A. very in~enious

ce

puzzle,
c·o nsisUng o! a nut and
,,,:,It witb a ring _fasteued

,,11

the

shank ,

wlucb

can-

.
..o t he l'e movecl unless the
1
nut. is r e111,n·,·d
.r bc question is how to remove the nut. Price, to r , l)y mail, pos tpaid.
l•'RA1'K S)llTII, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y.
J<'Ll t'l'l:SG

~

Clti.\RI;TTE BOX.

It look., like a hox o(
Ht't"l'<" n the Acts dg ,;i rl'ltcs..
lrnt wbeu you
open it a spring sends
the con ten ts of the L>ox
flying up in the air.
,\lore fun than a circus.
f'rlce.
16c,
l.)y
mall,
post pa!tl.
WOLJ•'J? NOVELTY CO.,
168 W. ~3d St., N. Y.

. Without exception, tb!s
ts the hard est one ot all.
And yet, if you have
the directions you can
,·cry easily do it.
It
sists of a ring passed
through two links on
shllfts.
Tbe shanks of
this puzzle nre al\\'nys
In the way.
Get one
and learn how to talce the ring otf. Price
15c, by mail, postpaid; with cllrectious.
H. I •". LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N, Y.
THE WAR FOUNTAIN PEX,
A ,·e ry hHndsorne touutuin pen case

to wblcb is attache·d a pocket holder
neatly rnnde of metal ancl highly
nickel-plated. When your fl'ien<I des ires the use of your pen 11ncl gets It,
he is ,er.v much ustouishect when he
r ~m,l\·es th e cap hy the sud.ten and
loud noise of th<' explosion tllut oc curs, anti yet a little pa per cap does
it all. Price, s;;c, by mail. postpaid.

.1• RANK

THE JOKE SPIKE,

This joke spike Is an ordinary
Iron spike• or very large nall, the
same as Is found In any carpenter's
nail box. At the small end is a
small steel needle, 1/2 inch In
length, firmly set in spike. 'l'ake
your friend's hat or coat and bang
It on the wall by driving (wltb a
bammer) tbe spike through it into
the wall; the need le in spike will
not injure tbe bnt or garmeat,
neltber will it show on wall or wood where
It bas been dr!Yen. '.l'he deception Is perfect, as tbe spike appears to have L>een
dri,·en balf-way through the bat or coat,
which can be left hanging on tbe wall.
Price, 10 cents, or 3 for 25 cents; by mall,
postpaid .
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d Street, N. Y,
THE

RUBBER DAGGER.

On account of the \l·ar we bn~o
sulis_tituted this novelty for
th~
~lag1c Dagger. It is elgbt inches in
lr-ni:th, made to look exactly like n
steel \\'eapon and "·ould deceive almost anybQ.dY at whom you mig!1t
thrust It. But as tbe blade is macl~
or 1·ubbe~, It can do no inju11Y,
Price loc, by mail. postpaid.

S)IITH, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y.
THE KAZOO,

Made In the exact sba pc or a subma rlu e.
With this cc,mlcal little
i nstrument you c:m give a bride
,w d 1troorn one of the fin est serenades thc.v ever received. Or. it you
n·lsh to use it as a ,entrllo<Juist,
you will ,;o completely ~hang-e your
.-oicc that your hest frlend \\'Ill not
recoitn]ze it.
Price, 12c, by mail,
postptud.
WOLI/F :Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St .• N. Y.

H.

F.

LAJSG, 1815 Centre
Brooklyn, New York.

CHARJ,IE CHAPLIN'S CIGARETTE.

-------·-- ·- - ,.
,

MAOIC LIJSK Pl:;lZLE.

A uumher of
r I u gs.
'.l' be
scbeme Is t o
link them to·
gether just exacll.v the sa me way magicians link their
hoops. It looks dead easy. But we defy
anybody to do It unless they know the
secret. I'rlce toe, by mall, postpnld.

((00

WOLl•'F Novelty Co;, 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

Street,

·

-----~·"· ,,
regret it, that's
with u g-!ass top.
postpaid.

I

'l'he simplest trick out.
All you ha,·e to do is to
get the cigarette
Into
Charlie's mouth. Ah, ha!
But can you do It? We
doubt it.
Anyhow, .~ou
might try. It's a safe ]Jrt
your friends can't work
it.
The trick is a stationary hPacl and a loo se
cigarette In a m et al hox
all. Price 12c, 1,y mall,
If you don't get one you'll

FUAJSK SMITH. 883 Lenox Ave., N, Y.

nnTATION GIANT DIA~IONDS.

Diamond rings or fituds ot
half-inch a11d one ln<'h In cliameter are beard of In stories 1
only. We have thMn lmitatl'll
by prodigious sparkling stones
which will deceive the glance
Pricc, by
or an.v spectator.
mai I. postpaid, small size, 25c each; large
sisc , 35c each.
IL t ·. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

,'·'{,
U

PHANTOM CARDS.

,,,111

From five cards three
are mentally selected hy
apy one. placed uniler an
~ .
hanilkerchlpf,
ordinary
,.. performer withdraws two
cords. the ones not se·
lectecl; the performer Invites any one to remove
the other two. and to tbe great astonishment
of nil they l1ave actually dlsappearPd. Ko
sleight-ot-hanil. Recommended as the most
lngc·nio:18 car dtrlck ever invented. Price
10c, hv mail.
C. BEUR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
,'lTNEY BUS GA:ME.

A circular metal box
Inwith a glass top.
side ls a tiny garage
fixed at one side and a
little
traveling
loose
For<'I. It requires an expert to get tbe swiftly
moving auto Into the
garage. This one grabs
your Interest, holds It,
and almost makes you
wild when you find after repeated trials
how hard It ls to do the . trick. Price 12c,
by mall, postpaid.
WOL:t"F Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

postpaid.
C. BEHR, ISO W, 62cl St., New York City,
LUCKY

PENNY

POCH.ET

PIECE,

This handsome pocket
piece Is made or al um in um, resembling
I
somewhat 111 size aud
., ppcarance n silver
dollar. Ju the center
of the pocket piece Is
a new one-cent U. S.
coln, inserted In such
11 way tbat It cannot
(U. S.
he removed.
la,,s prevent our
showing this coin In
our engraving). On one sicle of tbe pocket
piece are the words, ''Lucky penny pocket
piece; I bring good luck," and the design
or a horseshoe. On the opposite stde, "I am
your mascot," "Keep me and never go
broke," al).d two sprigs of four-leafed clover.
These handsome pocket pieces ore belleved
by many to be harbingers of gooil luck.
Price 12 cents; s for so cents; by mall,
postpaid.
JI, F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn. N. Y,

GOOD LUCK GUN FOB.
The real western article
canied by the cowboys. It
is made of fine leather.
with a highly nickeled
buckle. The holster contains a metal gun, of the
same pattern as those used
by all the most famous
scouts. Any boy wearing
one of these fobs will at-·
It will
tract attention.
give him an air of western
romance. The prettiest
and most serviceable watch
fob ever made. Send for
one to-day. Price 20 cents
each by mail postpaid.
R. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

READ THIS ONE!

"Movine Picture Storie ''

A WEEKLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO PHOTOPLAYS AND PLAYERS
PRICE Ge PER COPY
~
1111
PRICE Ge PER COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
ENJOY YOURSELF!
BUY A COPY!
Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits of Prominent Performers!
OUT EVERY FRIDA y
32 PAGES OF READING
EACH NUMBER CONTAINS
New Portraits and Biographies of Actors and Actresses
Six Stories of ·the Best Films on the Screens
Elegant Half-tone Scenes from tne Plays
Interesting Articles About Prominent People in the Films
Doings of Actors and Actresses in the Studios and while Picture-making
Lessons in Scenario Writing, and names of Companies who buy your plays
Poems, Jokes, and every bright Feature of Interest in Making Moving Pictures
THIS LITTLE MAGAZINE GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR MONEY THAN ANT OTHER SIMILAR PUBLICATION ON THE MARKET!
can procure; its profuse illustrations are exquisite, ar.d its ::pacial artimoney
that
best
very
the
are
authors
Its
cles are by the greatest experts in their particular line.
No amount of money is being spared to make this publication the very best of its kind in the world.
Buy a copy NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 6 cents in money or postage-stamps, and we will mail you
any number you desire

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, 166 West 23d Street, New York City

•'

-WILD WEST -WEEKLY
750 Young W1Id West's Stx S~ots. and the Change They Made At
•
Dead Man's Mark.

-LATESTISSUES,, es1 .wd the liraoaeo Hand: or. The ScoorgP
ot Skeleton Rkit. ·
740 Young IV1ld West's Doub IE' Oen1rer: or. The Stirn of· tbP

'739 Young W!lo

751 Young- Wild West At the Little Big Horn; or, The Last Stand

of the Cavalry.

752 Yoong Wild West's Big Bluff': or, Playing A Lone Rand.
753 Young Wlld West At Bowle nend; or, 'l'be Ban of the Bandit

Secret i-::evea

741 Youn!(' Wild West and the Renegade Rustlers: or. Saved b:,

Rand.

·
the Sorrel Rtollion.
'1'42 Young Wild West's Fandango: or. Arletta Amonir the Mexl
cans.
'143 Young Wild We&t aQd the Double Deuce: or. 'rbe Domino
·
·
Gang; of Denver
744 Yonng Wild West on the Prairie: or. The 'l'rail That Rad No
End.
745 Young Wild West and "Missouri Mike": or_ '.rbe Worst Man
In Wyoming.
746 Young W!ld West at tbe Golden (;are: or. A Business Trip to
Frisco.
!47 Young Wlla WesL and the Redskin Raiders: or. Arletta'e
Leap For Life.
f48 Young Wild West's Cowboy Circus: or. Fun at the Mining
Camps.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on
receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage stamps.
NOTICE-Tbe following numbers PRICE SIX CENTS74!) Yoong Wild West At Pike's Peak; or, Arlette's Strange Disappearance.

754 Yoong Wild w.-st's ~on of Gold; o-r1 The Accident to Arletta.

Young Wild West's Green Coro D011ce; or. A Lively 'l'lme
Wltb the Pawnees.
·
156 Young Wild West and the Cow hoy King; or. 'l'amlng 8 Tens

755

"'rerror."

-757 Young Wild West's Pocket o/ Gold; or, 'Arletta'!! Great Diacovery.
.
758 Yoong Wild West nod "'Shawnee Sam"; or, The Half-Breed'1
:
Treachery.
759 .Young Wild West's Covered Trail: or, Arletta and Ute
I
·
Avalanche.
·
760 Young Wild West and the Diamond Dngger;\or. The Mex
can Girl's Revenge.
·
761 Yoong _Wild West at Silver Hbioe; or. A Town Run h.v•~'Te
f
clerfoots."
762 Young Wild West Surrounded by Sioux; ot, Arletta a_Jd. the '
Aeronaut_
763 Young Wild West ant.J th<' "Puzzle o.t the Camp"; or, The
-Girl Who Owned the Gnkh.
764 Yoong Wild West and the Mustangers; or, The Boss of the
.
Bronc1io Busters.

J

._

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., N. Y•

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK¢NUMBERS
of our weeklies and cannot procure them from newi,dealers, they can.'be obtained from this office direct. Write out and fill
in your Order and 1!end it to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will send them to you by return mail.
'
•
POS'l'AGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.
168 West 23d St., N. Y, ,
FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher

OUR

TEN-CENT

HAND

No, 14- HOW TO MAKE OANDY--A comNo, t. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND
DRE~t BOOK.-Containing the great oracle plete hRJ1d-book tor making all kinds ot
ot huma:a destiny; also the true meaning of candy, ice-cream, syrups, eBSences, etc., etc,
No, 18, HOW TO BECOIIIE BEAUTIFUL,
almost any kind of dreams, together with
charms. ceremonies, and curious games of -One of the brightest and most valuable
Everyworld_ beautito the
~ivenbow
caNrd s_. _ now TO DO TRICKS.-The great little
to become
to know
wishesever
body books
0 2
book of magic and card tricks, containing tu!, both male 110d female. The secret is
full instructwn on. all tile leacliug car(,l tricks simple, and almost costless.
No. 20. BOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVE'bt the day, also the most popular magical
illusions as performed by our leading magi- NING PARTY--A complete compendium of
cians; every boy should obtain a copy of games, spo:rts, card diversions, comic recitadrawingor more
etc., suitable forIt parlor
thNis0boo3_11.now TO FLIRT.-The arts and• tions,
for
contains
room entertainment.
wiles· of fiirpition are fully explained by this the money than any book published.
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The
li~e book. Besides the various methods of
bandkerchiet', fan, glove, parasol, window most complete hunting and fishing guide
end hat flirtation, tt contains a full list of ever published. It contains foll instructions
about guns, hunt!ng dogs, traps, trapping
the lan~uage and sentiment .of flowers.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of and fishing, together with description of
this Uttle book. It contains full instructions game and fish.
No, 22. BOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.in the art of dancing, etiquette In the ballroom and o:t parties, how to dress, and full Heller's second sight explained by his tordirecti&ns tor calling off in all popular mer asststaot, Fred Hunt, Jr. ExpJ.aining
. how the secret dialogues were carried on besquare dances.
No_ 0 , HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-:-A com- tween the magician and the boy on the
1
lete guide to Jove, courtship an_d marriage, stage; also giving all the codes and signals.
P
No. 23. now· TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.tt t
d ti
1
d l
'-1
giving sens l .., e a "ce, ru es an e que e O This little book gives the explanation to all
lie observed, with many curious and interestkinds of dreams, to&ether with lucky and
ing things not generally known.
•
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE- unlucky days.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
-Giving full Instruction for the .use of
dumbbells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, bori- GEN-TLEMEN.-Contaioing foll instructions
zontal bars and various other methods ot tor writing to gentlemen on all subjects.
No. 25. BOW TO BECO!lm A GY!llNAST.
till
1
developtng a good, healUiy muse e: con n- -Contaiirln~ tull instructions for all kinds
of gympastic sports and athletic exercises.
lng over sixty Illustrations.
No. 7. BOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Hand- Embraclng thirty-five tllustratlons. By Pro110.mely Ulus,trated and containing full In- tessor W. Macdonald.
No. 26. BOW TO ROW, SAIL AND
structlons for the management and training
of the canary, mockingbird, bobolink, black- BUILD A BOAT.-Folly illustrated. Full
Instructions are given in this little book, tob,1rd, ,paroquet, parrot, etc.
No. 9.• now TO BECOME A VENTBILO- getber wtth instructions on swtmming and
QUIST,-By Harry Kenned-y. Every lntelll- riding, ,...companion sports to boating.
No. 27 . HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK
gent boy reeding this book ot lnstru.ctlons
can master the art, and create any amount OF RECITATIONS.-Contalnlng the most
of tun for lrtmself and friends. It is the p<tpular selectlons in use, comprising Dutch
dialect, French dl3lect, Yankee and Irish dlas
greatest bo9k ever published.
No 10. l-1'.0W TO BOX.-The art of self- Iect pieces, together with many standard
·
defense made easy. Containing over thirty readings.
No. 28. BOW TO TELL FORTUNES.11Iustratloos of guards, blows, and the differ·ent position of a good boxer. Every boy Everyone Is desirous ot knowing what b!Jt
should obtain one of these useful and in- future life wlll bring forth, whether bapplstructive l!ooks, as it wtll teach you bow to ness or misery, wealth or poverty. You can
tell by a glance at thts little book. Buy one
box without an instructor.
N<\. 11 HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LET- and be convinced.
No, 29, BOW TO BECOME AN INVEN~
TERS.-A most complete little book, containlug foll directions for wrltlog love-letters, TOB_-Every boy should know how tnvenand when to use them. a:-ivlng specimen let- Uons originated. This book explatns them
all, giving example$ in electricity, bydranlics,
ters for young and old.
No. 12, HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO magnetism, optics, p~umatlcs, mechanics,
etc.
for
LADIES--Glvlng complete instructions
No, so. HOW TO OOOK.-Ooe of the most
writing letters to ladies on all subjects; also
Instructive books on cooking ever published_
letters of introduction, notes and requests.
No 13 · mow TO DO IT· OR BOOK OF It contains recipes tor cooking meats, fish,
ETI<iVETTE.-lt Is a great Ute' secret and game, and oysters; also pies, puddings
one that ev&ry young man desires to know cakes and all kinds of paatry, and a . grand
.
.coll<lctlon of recipes..
all about. Th,ere's happiness in It.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on rece tpt ot price, 10c. per copy,

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

•

No, 31.

BOOKS

HOW TO BECOME A SPEAK-

ER.-Containing fourteen illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to become a good speaker, reader an<t elocut;tooist_
Also containing gems from all the popular
authors of prose and poetry.
No_ .32.

IIOW TO RIDE A BICYCLE.-

No. 39.

HOW TO RAISE DOGS, 1t01JL-

Containing instruct-ions for beginners, choke.
of a macbJne, hints on tra1ning~ etc. A
complete book. Full of practical illustrations.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GA!llES.-A com-·
plete and useful little book, containing the .
rules and regulations of billiards, bag_atelleje
backgammon, croquet, dominoes, ~tc.
No. 36, HOW TO SOLVE CON1JNDRU!lfS
-Containing all the leading conundrums of
the day, amusing riddles, curi'ous catches
and witty sayings.
No. 88. HOW TO BECO!llE YOUR OW'N
DOCTOR.~A wonderful book, containin~
useful and practical information in the treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments com- '
mon to every famlly. Abounding tu llse!ul
and eJfecUve recipes' for general compla1nte. •
TRY, PIGEONS AND RABDITS--A lleetul
and instructive book. liandsomely 1111.fatrat•
ed.
No.

{O,

ROW TO

MAKE

AND

t

SET

TR~S.-IncltJdlng hints on how to •catcbm.oles, weaeels, otter, rats, squirrel!! and
blrds. Also bow to core sklns. Copiously
illustrated.
No. U. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END
MEN'S JOKE BOOK--Containlog a great

variety of the latest jokes used by the most
famous end men. No amateur minstrels is
complete without this wonderful little pook.
No_ {2. THE BOYS QF NEW. iORR
STU!llP SPEA:KER.-Contatniog a var! d as-

utch
sortment ot stump speeches, Negro,
and Ir!Rh. Also end men's jokes. Just the
thing tor home · amusement and amateur
shows.
. No_ {8. HOW TO BEOOIIIE A MAGICIAN
-Containing the grRJ1deat assortment oi
magical Illusions ever placed before the
public. Also tricks with cards, incantations.
etc.
No. '4. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALBUIIL-A grand collection of Album Verses
suitable for any time and occasion, embractng Lines of Love, Affection, Sentiment. Htl mor, Respect, and Condolence, also Verses
Suitable for Valentines and Weddings.
No. U. TRE BOYS OF NEW YORK

MIN-.

STREL GUIDE A.ND JOKE BOOK -Some. thing new and very Instructive. Every boy
should obtatn this book, as it contafns full
Instructions for organizing an amateur millstrel troune.
or 3 for 25c., tn money or postage stamps, bY

168 We.st 23'1

~• .N.

1.

